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Abstract

We study the convergence of a class
of gradient-based Model-Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) methods and character-
ize their overall complexity as well as their
best achievable accuracy in terms of gradi-
ent norm for nonconvex loss functions. We
start with the MAML method and its first-
order approximation (FO-MAML) and high-
light the challenges that emerge in their anal-
ysis. By overcoming these challenges not
only we provide the first theoretical guaran-
tees for MAML and FO-MAML in noncon-
vex settings, but also we answer some of the
unanswered questions for the implementation
of these algorithms including how to choose
their learning rate and the batch size for both
tasks and datasets corresponding to tasks.
In particular, we show that MAML can find
an ε-first-order stationary point (ε-FOSP) for
any positive ε after at most O(1/ε2) iter-
ations at the expense of requiring second-
order information. We also show that FO-
MAML which ignores the second-order infor-
mation required in the update of MAML can-
not achieve any small desired level of accu-
racy, i.e., FO-MAML cannot find an ε-FOSP
for any ε > 0. We further propose a new vari-
ant of the MAML algorithm called Hessian-
free MAML which preserves all theoretical
guarantees of MAML, without requiring ac-
cess to second-order information.

1 Introduction
In several artificial intelligence problems, ranging from
robotics to image classification and pattern recogni-
tion, the goal is to design systems that use prior experi-
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ence and knowledge to learn new skills more efficiently.
Meta-learning or learning to learn formalizes this goal
by using data from previous tasks to learn update rules
or model parameters that can be fine-tuned to perform
well on new tasks with small amount of data [Thrun
and Pratt, 1998]. Recent works have integrated this
paradigm with neural networks including learning the
initial weights of a neural network [Finn et al., 2017;
Nichol et al., 2018], updating its architecture [Baker
et al., 2017; Zoph and Le, 2017; Zoph et al., 2018],
or learning the parameters of optimization algorithms
using recurrent neural networks [Andrychowicz et al.,
2016; Ravi and Larochelle, 2017].

A particularly effective approach, proposed in [Finn
et al., 2017], is the gradient-based meta-learning in
which the parameters of the model are explicitly
trained such that a small number of gradient steps
with a small amount of training data from a new task
will produce good generalization performance on that
task. This method is referred to as model-agnostic
meta learning (MAML) since it can be applied to any
learning problem that is trained with gradient descent.
Several papers have studied the empirical performance
of MAML for nonconvex settings [Al-Shedivat et al.,
2018; Antoniou et al., 2019; Behl et al., 2019; Grant
et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Nichol et al., 2018; Zintgraf
et al., 2019]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
its convergence properties have not been established
for general non-convex functions.

In this paper, we study the convergence of variants of
MAML methods for nonconvex loss functions and es-
tablish their computational complexity as well as their
best achievable level of accuracy in terms of gradient
norm. More formally, let T = {Ti}i∈I denote the set
of all tasks and let p be the probability distribution
over tasks T , i.e., task Ti is drawn with probability
pi = p(Ti). We represent the loss function correspond-
ing to task Ti by fi(w) : Rd → R which is parameter-
ized by the same w ∈ Rd for all tasks. Here, the loss
function fi measures how well an action w performs
on task Ti. The goal of expected risk minimization is
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to minimize the expected loss over all tasks, i.e.,

min f(w) := Ei∼p[fi(w)]. (1)

In most learning applications, the loss function fi cor-
responding to task Ti is defined as an expected loss
with respect to the probability distribution which gen-
erates data for task Ti, i.e., fi(w) := Eθ[fi(w, θ)].
In this case, the gradient and Hessian of fi can be
approximated by ∇fi(w,D) := 1

|D|
∑
θ∈D∇fi(w, θ)

and ∇2fi(w,D) := 1
|D|
∑
θ∈D∇2fi(w, θ), respectively,

where D is a batch chosen from the dataset of task Ti.

In traditional statistical learning, we solve Problem (1)
as we expect its solution to be a proper approximation
for the optimal solution of a new unseen task Ti. How-
ever, in model-agnostic meta-learning, we aim to find
the best point that performs well as an initial point
for learning a new task Ti when we have budget for
running a few steps of gradient descent [Finn et al.,
2017]. For simplicity, we focus on finding an initializa-
tion w such that, after observing a new task Ti, one
gradient step would lead to a good approximation for
the minimizer of fi(w). We can formulate this goal as

minF (w) := Ei∼p [Fi(w)] := Ei∼p [fi(w − α∇fi(w))] ,
(2)

where α > 0 is the stepsize for the update of gradient
descent method and Fi(w) denotes fi(w − α∇fi(w)).

Problem (2) is defined in a way that its optimal solu-
tion would perform well in expectation when we ob-
serve a task and look at the output after running a
single step of gradient descent.1 However, in most ap-
plications, computing the exact gradient for each task
is costly and we can only run steps of the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) method. In this case, our goal
is to find a point w such that when a task Ti is chosen,
after running one step of SGD, the resulting solution
performs well in expectation. In particular, we assume
we have access to the stochastic gradient ∇̃fi(w,Ditest)
which is an unbiased estimator of∇fi(w) evaluated us-
ing the batch Ditest with sizeDtest. In this formulation,
our goal would change to solving the problem

min F̂ (w) := Ei∼p
[
EDitest

[
fi(w − α∇̃fi(w,Ditest))

]]
,

(3)
where the expectation is taken with respect to selec-
tion of task i as well as selection of random set Ditest for
computing stochastic gradient. Throughout the paper,
we will clarify the connection between F and F̂ , and
we report our results for both of these functions.

1We only consider the case that one step of gradient
is performed for a new task, but, indeed, a more general
case is when we perform multiple steps of gradient descent
(GD). However, running more steps of GD comes at the
cost of computing multiple Hessians and for simplicity of
our analysis we only focus on a single iteration of GD.
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2<latexit sha1_base64="V8f7i8NB1u28VtzZJm+Oyx+Oj5I=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrkpmSl+7ghuXFfqCdhwyadqGZh4kGaUMBX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbM20FFT0QOJxzL/fkeBFnUiH0YWTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf0D8/CoI8NYENomIQ9Fz8OSchbQtmKK014kKPY9Trve9DL1u7dUSBYGLTWLqOPjccBGjGClJdc8Kdy59k0y8LGaEMyT1twtzQuumUdFVCnXSwiiYhlZ1XpdE4QqtZINLU1S5MEKTdd8HwxDEvs0UIRjKfsWipSTYKEY4XSeG8SSRphM8Zj2NQ2wT6WTLOLP4blWhnAUCv0CBRfq940E+1LOfE9PpjHlby8V//L6sRrVnIQFUaxoQJaHRjGHKoRpF3DIBCWKzzTBRDCdFZIJFpgo3VhOl/D1U/g/6dhFCxWtazvfaKzqyIJTcAYugAWqoAGuQBO0AQEJeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N1OZoxVjvH4AeMt0/4H5V8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V8f7i8NB1u28VtzZJm+Oyx+Oj5I=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrkpmSl+7ghuXFfqCdhwyadqGZh4kGaUMBX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbM20FFT0QOJxzL/fkeBFnUiH0YWTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf0D8/CoI8NYENomIQ9Fz8OSchbQtmKK014kKPY9Trve9DL1u7dUSBYGLTWLqOPjccBGjGClJdc8Kdy59k0y8LGaEMyT1twtzQuumUdFVCnXSwiiYhlZ1XpdE4QqtZINLU1S5MEKTdd8HwxDEvs0UIRjKfsWipSTYKEY4XSeG8SSRphM8Zj2NQ2wT6WTLOLP4blWhnAUCv0CBRfq940E+1LOfE9PpjHlby8V//L6sRrVnIQFUaxoQJaHRjGHKoRpF3DIBCWKzzTBRDCdFZIJFpgo3VhOl/D1U/g/6dhFCxWtazvfaKzqyIJTcAYugAWqoAGuQBO0AQEJeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N1OZoxVjvH4AeMt0/4H5V8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V8f7i8NB1u28VtzZJm+Oyx+Oj5I=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrkpmSl+7ghuXFfqCdhwyadqGZh4kGaUMBX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbM20FFT0QOJxzL/fkeBFnUiH0YWTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf0D8/CoI8NYENomIQ9Fz8OSchbQtmKK014kKPY9Trve9DL1u7dUSBYGLTWLqOPjccBGjGClJdc8Kdy59k0y8LGaEMyT1twtzQuumUdFVCnXSwiiYhlZ1XpdE4QqtZINLU1S5MEKTdd8HwxDEvs0UIRjKfsWipSTYKEY4XSeG8SSRphM8Zj2NQ2wT6WTLOLP4blWhnAUCv0CBRfq940E+1LOfE9PpjHlby8V//L6sRrVnIQFUaxoQJaHRjGHKoRpF3DIBCWKzzTBRDCdFZIJFpgo3VhOl/D1U/g/6dhFCxWtazvfaKzqyIJTcAYugAWqoAGuQBO0AQEJeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N1OZoxVjvH4AeMt0/4H5V8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V8f7i8NB1u28VtzZJm+Oyx+Oj5I=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrkpmSl+7ghuXFfqCdhwyadqGZh4kGaUMBX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbM20FFT0QOJxzL/fkeBFnUiH0YWTW1jc2t7LbuZ3dvf0D8/CoI8NYENomIQ9Fz8OSchbQtmKK014kKPY9Trve9DL1u7dUSBYGLTWLqOPjccBGjGClJdc8Kdy59k0y8LGaEMyT1twtzQuumUdFVCnXSwiiYhlZ1XpdE4QqtZINLU1S5MEKTdd8HwxDEvs0UIRjKfsWipSTYKEY4XSeG8SSRphM8Zj2NQ2wT6WTLOLP4blWhnAUCv0CBRfq940E+1LOfE9PpjHlby8V//L6sRrVnIQFUaxoQJaHRjGHKoRpF3DIBCWKzzTBRDCdFZIJFpgo3VhOl/D1U/g/6dhFCxWtazvfaKzqyIJTcAYugAWqoAGuQBO0AQEJeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N1OZoxVjvH4AeMt0/4H5V8</latexit>

wT3⇤<latexit sha1_base64="aNXtXn4KrwQ+d5eDGESdJOB2wiY=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgK4qJkWvraFdy4rNCH0I5DJs20oZkHSUYpQ8FfceNCEbd+hzv/xkxbQUUPBA7n3Ms9OW7EmVQIfRiZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3z9w/6MowFoR2SMhDce1iSTkLaEcxxel1JCj2XU577uQi9Xu3VEgWBm01jajt41HAPEaw0pJjHhXunPObZOBjNSaYJ+2ZU54VHDOPiqhaaZQRRMUKsmqNhiYIVevlErQ0SZEHS7Qc830wDEns00ARjqXsWyhSdoKFYoTTWW4QSxphMsEj2tc0wD6VdjKPP4OnWhlCLxT6BQrO1e8bCfalnPqunkxjyt9eKv7l9WPl1e2EBVGsaEAWh7yYQxXCtAs4ZIISxaeaYCKYzgrJGAtMlG4sp0v4+in8n3RLRQsVratSvtlc1pEFx+AEnAEL1EATXIIW6AACEvAAnsCzcW88Gi/G62I0Yyx3DsEPGG+f63eVdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aNXtXn4KrwQ+d5eDGESdJOB2wiY=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgK4qJkWvraFdy4rNCH0I5DJs20oZkHSUYpQ8FfceNCEbd+hzv/xkxbQUUPBA7n3Ms9OW7EmVQIfRiZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3z9w/6MowFoR2SMhDce1iSTkLaEcxxel1JCj2XU577uQi9Xu3VEgWBm01jajt41HAPEaw0pJjHhXunPObZOBjNSaYJ+2ZU54VHDOPiqhaaZQRRMUKsmqNhiYIVevlErQ0SZEHS7Qc830wDEns00ARjqXsWyhSdoKFYoTTWW4QSxphMsEj2tc0wD6VdjKPP4OnWhlCLxT6BQrO1e8bCfalnPqunkxjyt9eKv7l9WPl1e2EBVGsaEAWh7yYQxXCtAs4ZIISxaeaYCKYzgrJGAtMlG4sp0v4+in8n3RLRQsVratSvtlc1pEFx+AEnAEL1EATXIIW6AACEvAAnsCzcW88Gi/G62I0Yyx3DsEPGG+f63eVdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aNXtXn4KrwQ+d5eDGESdJOB2wiY=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgK4qJkWvraFdy4rNCH0I5DJs20oZkHSUYpQ8FfceNCEbd+hzv/xkxbQUUPBA7n3Ms9OW7EmVQIfRiZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3z9w/6MowFoR2SMhDce1iSTkLaEcxxel1JCj2XU577uQi9Xu3VEgWBm01jajt41HAPEaw0pJjHhXunPObZOBjNSaYJ+2ZU54VHDOPiqhaaZQRRMUKsmqNhiYIVevlErQ0SZEHS7Qc830wDEns00ARjqXsWyhSdoKFYoTTWW4QSxphMsEj2tc0wD6VdjKPP4OnWhlCLxT6BQrO1e8bCfalnPqunkxjyt9eKv7l9WPl1e2EBVGsaEAWh7yYQxXCtAs4ZIISxaeaYCKYzgrJGAtMlG4sp0v4+in8n3RLRQsVratSvtlc1pEFx+AEnAEL1EATXIIW6AACEvAAnsCzcW88Gi/G62I0Yyx3DsEPGG+f63eVdA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aNXtXn4KrwQ+d5eDGESdJOB2wiY=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgK4qJkWvraFdy4rNCH0I5DJs20oZkHSUYpQ8FfceNCEbd+hzv/xkxbQUUPBA7n3Ms9OW7EmVQIfRiZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3z9w/6MowFoR2SMhDce1iSTkLaEcxxel1JCj2XU577uQi9Xu3VEgWBm01jajt41HAPEaw0pJjHhXunPObZOBjNSaYJ+2ZU54VHDOPiqhaaZQRRMUKsmqNhiYIVevlErQ0SZEHS7Qc830wDEns00ARjqXsWyhSdoKFYoTTWW4QSxphMsEj2tc0wD6VdjKPP4OnWhlCLxT6BQrO1e8bCfalnPqunkxjyt9eKv7l9WPl1e2EBVGsaEAWh7yYQxXCtAs4ZIISxaeaYCKYzgrJGAtMlG4sp0v4+in8n3RLRQsVratSvtlc1pEFx+AEnAEL1EATXIIW6AACEvAAnsCzcW88Gi/G62I0Yyx3DsEPGG+f63eVdA==</latexit>

wT2
1<latexit sha1_base64="p4EEdPbmiJt4DJN4PO0n+d3kvMw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrsqk4GtXcOOyQl/QjkMmTdvQTGZIMkoZBvwVNy4Ucet3uPNvzLQjVNEDgcM593JPjh9xprTjfFqFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6swloS2SMhD2fWxopwJ2tJMc9qNJMWBz2nHn1xlfueOSsVC0dTTiLoBHgk2ZARrI3n2QeXeQ7dJP8B6TDBPmqlXSyueXXaqzgxwgZw66PIMQZQrZZCj4dkf/UFI4oAKTThWqoecSLsJlpoRTtNSP1Y0wmSCR7RnqMABVW4yi5/CY6MM4DCU5gkNZ+riRoIDpaaBbyazmOq3l4l/eb1YDy/chIko1lSQ+aFhzKEOYdYFHDBJieZTQzCRzGSFZIwlJto0VjIlfP8U/k/atSpyquimVq7X8zqK4BAcgROAwDmog2vQAC1AQAIewTN4sR6sJ+vVepuPFqx8Zx/8gPX+BapqlUc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p4EEdPbmiJt4DJN4PO0n+d3kvMw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrsqk4GtXcOOyQl/QjkMmTdvQTGZIMkoZBvwVNy4Ucet3uPNvzLQjVNEDgcM593JPjh9xprTjfFqFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6swloS2SMhD2fWxopwJ2tJMc9qNJMWBz2nHn1xlfueOSsVC0dTTiLoBHgk2ZARrI3n2QeXeQ7dJP8B6TDBPmqlXSyueXXaqzgxwgZw66PIMQZQrZZCj4dkf/UFI4oAKTThWqoecSLsJlpoRTtNSP1Y0wmSCR7RnqMABVW4yi5/CY6MM4DCU5gkNZ+riRoIDpaaBbyazmOq3l4l/eb1YDy/chIko1lSQ+aFhzKEOYdYFHDBJieZTQzCRzGSFZIwlJto0VjIlfP8U/k/atSpyquimVq7X8zqK4BAcgROAwDmog2vQAC1AQAIewTN4sR6sJ+vVepuPFqx8Zx/8gPX+BapqlUc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p4EEdPbmiJt4DJN4PO0n+d3kvMw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrsqk4GtXcOOyQl/QjkMmTdvQTGZIMkoZBvwVNy4Ucet3uPNvzLQjVNEDgcM593JPjh9xprTjfFqFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6swloS2SMhD2fWxopwJ2tJMc9qNJMWBz2nHn1xlfueOSsVC0dTTiLoBHgk2ZARrI3n2QeXeQ7dJP8B6TDBPmqlXSyueXXaqzgxwgZw66PIMQZQrZZCj4dkf/UFI4oAKTThWqoecSLsJlpoRTtNSP1Y0wmSCR7RnqMABVW4yi5/CY6MM4DCU5gkNZ+riRoIDpaaBbyazmOq3l4l/eb1YDy/chIko1lSQ+aFhzKEOYdYFHDBJieZTQzCRzGSFZIwlJto0VjIlfP8U/k/atSpyquimVq7X8zqK4BAcgROAwDmog2vQAC1AQAIewTN4sR6sJ+vVepuPFqx8Zx/8gPX+BapqlUc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p4EEdPbmiJt4DJN4PO0n+d3kvMw=">AAAB/nicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXHlJtgKrsqk4GtXcOOyQl/QjkMmTdvQTGZIMkoZBvwVNy4Ucet3uPNvzLQjVNEDgcM593JPjh9xprTjfFqFpeWV1bXiemljc2t7x97da6swloS2SMhD2fWxopwJ2tJMc9qNJMWBz2nHn1xlfueOSsVC0dTTiLoBHgk2ZARrI3n2QeXeQ7dJP8B6TDBPmqlXSyueXXaqzgxwgZw66PIMQZQrZZCj4dkf/UFI4oAKTThWqoecSLsJlpoRTtNSP1Y0wmSCR7RnqMABVW4yi5/CY6MM4DCU5gkNZ+riRoIDpaaBbyazmOq3l4l/eb1YDy/chIko1lSQ+aFhzKEOYdYFHDBJieZTQzCRzGSFZIwlJto0VjIlfP8U/k/atSpyquimVq7X8zqK4BAcgROAwDmog2vQAC1AQAIewTN4sR6sJ+vVepuPFqx8Zx/8gPX+BapqlUc=</latexit>

wT2
2<latexit sha1_base64="2P0miuqdrmkRuBlOzEU+pZriPn4=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM9gKrkoS8LUruHFZoS9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtoIVfTAwOGce7lnjh8zKpVlfRqlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x9zd68goEZi0ccQi0fORJIxy0lZUMdKLBUGhz0jXn1zlfveOCEkj3lLTmLghGnEaUIyUljzzoHbvObfpIERqjBFLW5nnZDXPrFp1awa4QE4t+/LMhnahVEGBpmd+DIYRTkLCFWZIyr5txcpNkVAUM5JVBokkMcITNCJ9TTkKiXTTWfwMHmtlCINI6McVnKmLGykKpZyGvp7MY8rfXi7+5fUTFVy4KeVxogjH80NBwqCKYN4FHFJBsGJTTRAWVGeFeIwEwko3VtElfP8U/k86Tt226vaNU200ijrK4BAcgRNgg3PQANegCdoAgxQ8gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYfLRnFzj74AeP9C6v/lUg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2P0miuqdrmkRuBlOzEU+pZriPn4=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM9gKrkoS8LUruHFZoS9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtoIVfTAwOGce7lnjh8zKpVlfRqlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x9zd68goEZi0ccQi0fORJIxy0lZUMdKLBUGhz0jXn1zlfveOCEkj3lLTmLghGnEaUIyUljzzoHbvObfpIERqjBFLW5nnZDXPrFp1awa4QE4t+/LMhnahVEGBpmd+DIYRTkLCFWZIyr5txcpNkVAUM5JVBokkMcITNCJ9TTkKiXTTWfwMHmtlCINI6McVnKmLGykKpZyGvp7MY8rfXi7+5fUTFVy4KeVxogjH80NBwqCKYN4FHFJBsGJTTRAWVGeFeIwEwko3VtElfP8U/k86Tt226vaNU200ijrK4BAcgRNgg3PQANegCdoAgxQ8gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYfLRnFzj74AeP9C6v/lUg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2P0miuqdrmkRuBlOzEU+pZriPn4=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM9gKrkoS8LUruHFZoS9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtoIVfTAwOGce7lnjh8zKpVlfRqlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x9zd68goEZi0ccQi0fORJIxy0lZUMdKLBUGhz0jXn1zlfveOCEkj3lLTmLghGnEaUIyUljzzoHbvObfpIERqjBFLW5nnZDXPrFp1awa4QE4t+/LMhnahVEGBpmd+DIYRTkLCFWZIyr5txcpNkVAUM5JVBokkMcITNCJ9TTkKiXTTWfwMHmtlCINI6McVnKmLGykKpZyGvp7MY8rfXi7+5fUTFVy4KeVxogjH80NBwqCKYN4FHFJBsGJTTRAWVGeFeIwEwko3VtElfP8U/k86Tt226vaNU200ijrK4BAcgRNgg3PQANegCdoAgxQ8gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYfLRnFzj74AeP9C6v/lUg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2P0miuqdrmkRuBlOzEU+pZriPn4=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM9gKrkoS8LUruHFZoS9oY5hMJ+3QySTMTJQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtoIVfTAwOGce7lnjh8zKpVlfRqlpeWV1bXyemVjc2t7x9zd68goEZi0ccQi0fORJIxy0lZUMdKLBUGhz0jXn1zlfveOCEkj3lLTmLghGnEaUIyUljzzoHbvObfpIERqjBFLW5nnZDXPrFp1awa4QE4t+/LMhnahVEGBpmd+DIYRTkLCFWZIyr5txcpNkVAUM5JVBokkMcITNCJ9TTkKiXTTWfwMHmtlCINI6McVnKmLGykKpZyGvp7MY8rfXi7+5fUTFVy4KeVxogjH80NBwqCKYN4FHFJBsGJTTRAWVGeFeIwEwko3VtElfP8U/k86Tt226vaNU200ijrK4BAcgRNgg3PQANegCdoAgxQ8gmfwYjwYT8ar8TYfLRnFzj74AeP9C6v/lUg=</latexit>

wT2⇤<latexit sha1_base64="aMwydx/mkWAX/95ah3rOVG+Ap2U=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDLaCuChJwdeu4MZlhb6gjWEynbRDJw9mJkoJAX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbp22EKnpg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyPo2FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr29zZbckoEYQ2ScQj0fGwpJyFtKmY4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qa+O07KiSLwoYax9QJ8CBkPiNYack198v37slt2guwGhLM00bmVrOya5asijUFmiOnln15ZiM7V0qQo+6aH71+RJKAhopwLGXXtmLlpFgoRjjNir1E0hiTER7QrqYhDqh00mn8DB1ppY/8SOgXKjRV5zdSHEg5Djw9OYkpf3sT8S+vmyj/wklZGCeKhmR2yE84UhGadIH6TFCi+FgTTATTWREZYoGJ0o0VdQnfP0X/k1a1YlsV+6ZaqtXyOgpwAIdwDDacQw2uoQ5NIJDCIzzDi/FgPBmvxttsdMHId/bgB4z3L59XlUA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aMwydx/mkWAX/95ah3rOVG+Ap2U=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDLaCuChJwdeu4MZlhb6gjWEynbRDJw9mJkoJAX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbp22EKnpg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyPo2FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr29zZbckoEYQ2ScQj0fGwpJyFtKmY4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qa+O07KiSLwoYax9QJ8CBkPiNYack198v37slt2guwGhLM00bmVrOya5asijUFmiOnln15ZiM7V0qQo+6aH71+RJKAhopwLGXXtmLlpFgoRjjNir1E0hiTER7QrqYhDqh00mn8DB1ppY/8SOgXKjRV5zdSHEg5Djw9OYkpf3sT8S+vmyj/wklZGCeKhmR2yE84UhGadIH6TFCi+FgTTATTWREZYoGJ0o0VdQnfP0X/k1a1YlsV+6ZaqtXyOgpwAIdwDDacQw2uoQ5NIJDCIzzDi/FgPBmvxttsdMHId/bgB4z3L59XlUA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aMwydx/mkWAX/95ah3rOVG+Ap2U=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDLaCuChJwdeu4MZlhb6gjWEynbRDJw9mJkoJAX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbp22EKnpg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyPo2FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr29zZbckoEYQ2ScQj0fGwpJyFtKmY4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qa+O07KiSLwoYax9QJ8CBkPiNYack198v37slt2guwGhLM00bmVrOya5asijUFmiOnln15ZiM7V0qQo+6aH71+RJKAhopwLGXXtmLlpFgoRjjNir1E0hiTER7QrqYhDqh00mn8DB1ppY/8SOgXKjRV5zdSHEg5Djw9OYkpf3sT8S+vmyj/wklZGCeKhmR2yE84UhGadIH6TFCi+FgTTATTWREZYoGJ0o0VdQnfP0X/k1a1YlsV+6ZaqtXyOgpwAIdwDDacQw2uoQ5NIJDCIzzDi/FgPBmvxttsdMHId/bgB4z3L59XlUA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aMwydx/mkWAX/95ah3rOVG+Ap2U=">AAAB/nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWesrKq7cDLaCuChJwdeu4MZlhb6gjWEynbRDJw9mJkoJAX/FjQtF3Pod7vwbp22EKnpg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyPo2FxaXlldXCWnF9Y3Nr29zZbckoEYQ2ScQj0fGwpJyFtKmY4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qa+O07KiSLwoYax9QJ8CBkPiNYack198v37slt2guwGhLM00bmVrOya5asijUFmiOnln15ZiM7V0qQo+6aH71+RJKAhopwLGXXtmLlpFgoRjjNir1E0hiTER7QrqYhDqh00mn8DB1ppY/8SOgXKjRV5zdSHEg5Djw9OYkpf3sT8S+vmyj/wklZGCeKhmR2yE84UhGadIH6TFCi+FgTTATTWREZYoGJ0o0VdQnfP0X/k1a1YlsV+6ZaqtXyOgpwAIdwDDacQw2uoQ5NIJDCIzzDi/FgPBmvxttsdMHId/bgB4z3L59XlUA=</latexit>

ŵ
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1<latexit sha1_base64="yq4YHXzPqVcZIFUS4iUVTDZsTgM=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVTIFX7uCG5cV+oImhsl00g6dTMLMRCkhGzf+ihsXirj1H9z5NyZthCp64MLhnHu59x4v4kxpy/o0FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW1zZ7ejwlgS2iYhD2XPw4pyJmhbM81pL5IUBx6nXW98mfvdWyoVC0VLTyLqBHgomM8I1pnkmgdVe4R1cpe66CaxA6xHBPOklbr1tFp2zYpVs6aAc+TEQhenCKJCqYACTdf8sAchiQMqNOFYqT6yIu0kWGpGOE3LdqxohMkYD2k/owIHVDnJ9IsUHmXKAPqhzEpoOFXnJxIcKDUJvKwzv1P99nLxL68fa//cSZiIYk0FmS3yYw51CPNI4IBJSjSfZAQTybJbIRlhiYnOgstD+P4U/k869Rqyaui6Xmk0ijhKYB8cgmOAwBlogCvQBG1AwD14BM/gxXgwnoxX423WumAUM3vgB4z3L+ZZmCg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yq4YHXzPqVcZIFUS4iUVTDZsTgM=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVTIFX7uCG5cV+oImhsl00g6dTMLMRCkhGzf+ihsXirj1H9z5NyZthCp64MLhnHu59x4v4kxpy/o0FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW1zZ7ejwlgS2iYhD2XPw4pyJmhbM81pL5IUBx6nXW98mfvdWyoVC0VLTyLqBHgomM8I1pnkmgdVe4R1cpe66CaxA6xHBPOklbr1tFp2zYpVs6aAc+TEQhenCKJCqYACTdf8sAchiQMqNOFYqT6yIu0kWGpGOE3LdqxohMkYD2k/owIHVDnJ9IsUHmXKAPqhzEpoOFXnJxIcKDUJvKwzv1P99nLxL68fa//cSZiIYk0FmS3yYw51CPNI4IBJSjSfZAQTybJbIRlhiYnOgstD+P4U/k869Rqyaui6Xmk0ijhKYB8cgmOAwBlogCvQBG1AwD14BM/gxXgwnoxX423WumAUM3vgB4z3L+ZZmCg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yq4YHXzPqVcZIFUS4iUVTDZsTgM=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVTIFX7uCG5cV+oImhsl00g6dTMLMRCkhGzf+ihsXirj1H9z5NyZthCp64MLhnHu59x4v4kxpy/o0FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW1zZ7ejwlgS2iYhD2XPw4pyJmhbM81pL5IUBx6nXW98mfvdWyoVC0VLTyLqBHgomM8I1pnkmgdVe4R1cpe66CaxA6xHBPOklbr1tFp2zYpVs6aAc+TEQhenCKJCqYACTdf8sAchiQMqNOFYqT6yIu0kWGpGOE3LdqxohMkYD2k/owIHVDnJ9IsUHmXKAPqhzEpoOFXnJxIcKDUJvKwzv1P99nLxL68fa//cSZiIYk0FmS3yYw51CPNI4IBJSjSfZAQTybJbIRlhiYnOgstD+P4U/k869Rqyaui6Xmk0ijhKYB8cgmOAwBlogCvQBG1AwD14BM/gxXgwnoxX423WumAUM3vgB4z3L+ZZmCg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yq4YHXzPqVcZIFUS4iUVTDZsTgM=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVTIFX7uCG5cV+oImhsl00g6dTMLMRCkhGzf+ihsXirj1H9z5NyZthCp64MLhnHu59x4v4kxpy/o0FhaXlldWS2vl9Y3NrW1zZ7ejwlgS2iYhD2XPw4pyJmhbM81pL5IUBx6nXW98mfvdWyoVC0VLTyLqBHgomM8I1pnkmgdVe4R1cpe66CaxA6xHBPOklbr1tFp2zYpVs6aAc+TEQhenCKJCqYACTdf8sAchiQMqNOFYqT6yIu0kWGpGOE3LdqxohMkYD2k/owIHVDnJ9IsUHmXKAPqhzEpoOFXnJxIcKDUJvKwzv1P99nLxL68fa//cSZiIYk0FmS3yYw51CPNI4IBJSjSfZAQTybJbIRlhiYnOgstD+P4U/k869Rqyaui6Xmk0ijhKYB8cgmOAwBlogCvQBG1AwD14BM/gxXgwnoxX423WumAUM3vgB4z3L+ZZmCg=</latexit>
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2<latexit sha1_base64="vzZB6e2jvkpuua+A8BtWY3FCk8s=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVZKCr13BjcsKfUETw2Q6aYdOJmFmopSQjRt/xY0LRdz6D+78GydthCp6YODMOfdy7z1+zKhUlvVpLCwuLa+sltbK6xubW9vmzm5HRonApI0jFomejyRhlJO2ooqRXiwICn1Guv74Mve7t0RIGvGWmsTEDdGQ04BipLTkmQdVZ4RUepd59ZvUCZEaYcTSlv5m1bJnVqyaNQWcIyeWfXFqQ7tQKqBA0zM/nEGEk5BwhRmSsm9bsXJTJBTFjGRlJ5EkRniMhqSvKUchkW46vSKDR1oZwCAS+nEFp+p8R4pCKSehryvzPeVvLxf/8vqJCs7dlPI4UYTj2aAgYVBFMI8EDqggWLGJJggLqneFeIQEwkoHl4fwfSn8n3TqNduq2df1SqNRxFEC++AQHAMbnIEGuAJN0AYY3INH8AxejAfjyXg13malC0bRswd+wHj/AufvmCk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vzZB6e2jvkpuua+A8BtWY3FCk8s=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVZKCr13BjcsKfUETw2Q6aYdOJmFmopSQjRt/xY0LRdz6D+78GydthCp6YODMOfdy7z1+zKhUlvVpLCwuLa+sltbK6xubW9vmzm5HRonApI0jFomejyRhlJO2ooqRXiwICn1Guv74Mve7t0RIGvGWmsTEDdGQ04BipLTkmQdVZ4RUepd59ZvUCZEaYcTSlv5m1bJnVqyaNQWcIyeWfXFqQ7tQKqBA0zM/nEGEk5BwhRmSsm9bsXJTJBTFjGRlJ5EkRniMhqSvKUchkW46vSKDR1oZwCAS+nEFp+p8R4pCKSehryvzPeVvLxf/8vqJCs7dlPI4UYTj2aAgYVBFMI8EDqggWLGJJggLqneFeIQEwkoHl4fwfSn8n3TqNduq2df1SqNRxFEC++AQHAMbnIEGuAJN0AYY3INH8AxejAfjyXg13malC0bRswd+wHj/AufvmCk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vzZB6e2jvkpuua+A8BtWY3FCk8s=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVZKCr13BjcsKfUETw2Q6aYdOJmFmopSQjRt/xY0LRdz6D+78GydthCp6YODMOfdy7z1+zKhUlvVpLCwuLa+sltbK6xubW9vmzm5HRonApI0jFomejyRhlJO2ooqRXiwICn1Guv74Mve7t0RIGvGWmsTEDdGQ04BipLTkmQdVZ4RUepd59ZvUCZEaYcTSlv5m1bJnVqyaNQWcIyeWfXFqQ7tQKqBA0zM/nEGEk5BwhRmSsm9bsXJTJBTFjGRlJ5EkRniMhqSvKUchkW46vSKDR1oZwCAS+nEFp+p8R4pCKSehryvzPeVvLxf/8vqJCs7dlPI4UYTj2aAgYVBFMI8EDqggWLGJJggLqneFeIQEwkoHl4fwfSn8n3TqNduq2df1SqNRxFEC++AQHAMbnIEGuAJN0AYY3INH8AxejAfjyXg13malC0bRswd+wHj/AufvmCk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vzZB6e2jvkpuua+A8BtWY3FCk8s=">AAACBXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwVZwVZKCr13BjcsKfUETw2Q6aYdOJmFmopSQjRt/xY0LRdz6D+78GydthCp6YODMOfdy7z1+zKhUlvVpLCwuLa+sltbK6xubW9vmzm5HRonApI0jFomejyRhlJO2ooqRXiwICn1Guv74Mve7t0RIGvGWmsTEDdGQ04BipLTkmQdVZ4RUepd59ZvUCZEaYcTSlv5m1bJnVqyaNQWcIyeWfXFqQ7tQKqBA0zM/nEGEk5BwhRmSsm9bsXJTJBTFjGRlJ5EkRniMhqSvKUchkW46vSKDR1oZwCAS+nEFp+p8R4pCKSehryvzPeVvLxf/8vqJCs7dlPI4UYTj2aAgYVBFMI8EDqggWLGJJggLqneFeIQEwkoHl4fwfSn8n3TqNduq2df1SqNRxFEC++AQHAMbnIEGuAJN0AYY3INH8AxejAfjyXg13malC0bRswd+wHj/AufvmCk=</latexit>
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Figure 1: Comparing problems (1) and (2)

To better highlight the difference between the solu-
tions of the statistical learning problem in (1) and the
meta-learning problem in (2), we consider an exam-
ple where we have access to three equally likely tasks
T1, T2, and T3 with the optimal solutions wT1∗ , wT2∗ ,
wT3∗ , respectively; see Figure 1. Here, w is the solution
of Problem (1) and ŵ is the solution of Problem (2).
In this example, task T1 is the easiest task as we can
make a lot of progress with only two steps of GD and
task T2 is the hardest task as we approach the opti-
mal solution slowly by taking gradient steps. As we
observe in Figure 1, for task T3, if we start from w
the outcome after running two steps of GD is almost
the same as starting from ŵ. For task T1, however, w
is a better initial point compared to ŵ, but the error
of their resulting solution after two steps of GD are
not significantly different. This is due to the fact that
T1 is easy and for both cases we get very close to the
optimal solution even after two steps of GD. The dif-
ference between starting from w and ŵ is substantial
when we aim to solve task T2 which is the hardest task.
Because of this difference, the updated variable after
running two steps of GD has a lower expected error
when we start from ŵ comparing to the case that we
start from w. This simple example illustrates the fact
that if we know a-priori that after choosing an model
we are allowed to run a single (or more) iteration of
GD to learn a new task, then it is better to start from
the minimizer of (2) rather than the minimizer of (1).

1.1 Our contributions

In this paper, we provide the first theoretical guar-
antees for the convergence of MAML algorithms to
first order stationarity for non-convex functions. We
build our analysis upon interpreting MAML as a SGD
method that solves Problem (2) while we show the
analysis of MAML is significantly more challenging
due to various reasons, including unbounded smooth-
ness parameter and the biased estimator of gradient
used in the update rule of MAML.Overcoming these
challenges, we characterize the iteration and sample
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Table 1: Summary of our results

Algorithm
Having access to sufficient samples K-shot Learning

Best accuracy Iteration # samples/ Runtime/ Best accuracy
possible complexity iteration iteration possible

MAML ‖∇F (w)‖ ≤ ε O(1/ε2) O(1/ε4) O(d2) ‖∇F (w)‖ ≤ O(σ̃/
√
K)

FO-MAML ‖∇F (w)‖ ≤ O(ασ) O(1/(α2σ2)) O(1/(α4σ2)) O(d) ‖∇F (w)‖ ≤ O(σ + σ̃/
√
K)

HF-MAML ‖∇F (w)‖ ≤ ε O(1/ε2) O(1/ε4) O(d) ‖∇F (w)‖ ≤ O(σ̃/
√
K)

complexity of MAML method and shed light on the
relation of batch sizes and parameters of MAML with
its convergence rate and accuracy. Using these results,
we provide an explicit approach for tuning the hyper-
parameters of MAML and also the required amount of
data to reach a first-order stationary point of (2). A
summary of the results2 and the specific case ofK-shot
learning, where for each task in the inner loop we have
access to K samples, is provided in Table 1. Note that
in these results, σ is a bound on the standard devia-
tion of ∇fi(w) from its mean ∇f(w), and σ̃ is a bound
on the standard deviation of ∇fi(w.θ) from its mean
∇fi(w), for every i. For formal definitions of σ and σ̃
please check Assumptions 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

As described in [Finn et al., 2017], the implementa-
tion of MAML is costly3 as it requires Hessian-vector
product computation. To resolve this issue, Finn et al.
[2017] suggest ignoring the second-order term in the
update of MAML and show that the first-order ap-
proximation does not affect the performance of MAML
in practice. In our work, we formally characterize the
convergence results for this first-order approximation
of MAML (FO-MAML) and show that if the learn-
ing rate α used for updating each task is small or the
tasks are statistically close to each other, then the error
induced by the first-order approximation is negligible
(see Table 1). Nevertheless, in general, in contrast to
MAML which can find an ε-first order stationary point
for any ε > 0, FO-MAML is limited to ε ≥ O(ασ).

To address this issue, we introduce a new method,
Hessian-free MAML (HF-MAML), which recovers
the complexity bounds of MAML without access to
second-order information and has a computational
complexity of O(d) per iteration (see Table 1). In
fact, we show that, for any positive ε, HF-MAML finds
an ε-FOSP while keeping the computational cost O(d)
at each iteration. Hence, HF-MAML has the best of
both worlds: it has the low computational complexity
of FO-MAML and it achieves any arbitrary accuracy
for first-order stationarity as in MAML.

2We assume σ and σ̃ are small for the results in this
section. The general result can be found in Section 4.

3The cost per iteration is O(d2) in general. However, it
is worth noting that this cost reduces to O(d) for the case
of neural network classifiers using back propagation.

1.2 Related Work

The problem of learning from prior experiences to
learn new tasks efficiently has been formulated in vari-
ous ways. One of the main approaches is designing al-
gorithms for updating the parameters of the optimiza-
tion methods used for training models [Bengio et al.,
1992, 1990]. Recently, many papers have followed this
approach [Bergstra and Bengio, 2012; Bergstra et al.,
2011; Li and Malik, 2017; Ravi and Larochelle, 2017]
(see Table 1 in [Metz et al., 2019] for a summary of
different approaches and also [Vanschoren, 2019] for
a detailed survey). In one of the first theoretical for-
malizations, Baxter [2000] study the problem of bias
learning where the goal is to find an automatic way for
choosing the inductive bias in learning problems. Also,
Franceschi et al. [2018] provide a framework for tuning
the hyper-parameters of learning algorithms, such as
the initialization or the regularization parameter.

In this paper, we focus on the theoretical analysis
of gradient-based model-agnostic meta-learning meth-
ods. This setting was first introduced by Finn et al.
[2017], and was followed by several works proposing
various algorithms [Antoniou et al., 2019; Behl et al.,
2019; Grant et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Nichol et al.,
2018; Zintgraf et al., 2019]. In particular, Grant et al.
[2018] introduce an adaptation of MAML for learning
the parameters of a prior distribution in a hierarchi-
cal Bayesian model. However, none of these works
provide convergence guarantees for these MAML-type
methods which is the main contribution of our paper.
Finn et al. [2019] study MAML and its extension to
online setting for strongly convex functions. In a re-
cent independent work, Rajeswaran et al. [2019] pro-
pose iMAML which implements an approximation of
one step of proximal point method in the inner loop.
They show when the regularized inner loop loss func-
tion is strongly convex, iMAML converges to a first-
order stationary point with exact gradient information
(no stochasticity due to approximation by a batch of
data) and under bounded gradient assumption. These
assumptions remove the difficulties associated with un-
bounded smoothness parameter and biased gradient
estimation featured in our analysis (Section 4).

The online version of meta learning has also gained at-
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Algorithm 1: MAML Algorithm
while not done do

Choose a batch of i.i.d. tasks Bk ⊆ I with
distribution p and with size B = |Bk|;
for all Ti with i ∈ Bk do

Compute ∇̃fi(wk,Diin) using dataset Diin;
Set wik+1 = wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin);

end
Compute wk+1 according to the update (5);
k ← k + 1;

end

tention. In particular, Khodak et al. [2019] study this
problem for convex functions and propose a framework
using tools from online convex optimization literature.
In a similar line of work, Denevi et al. [2019, 2018]
propose an algorithm which incrementally updates the
bias regularization parameter using a sequence of ob-
served tasks. Also, Finn et al. [2019] consider the
model-agnostic setting and propose follow the meta
leader that achieves a sublinear regret.

2 MAML Algorithm
The MAML algorithm was proposed in [Finn et al.,
2017] for solving the stochastic optimization problem
in (2). In MAML, at each step k, we choose a subset
Bk of the tasks, with each task drawn independently
from distribution p. For simplicity assume that the
size of Bk is fixed and equal to B. Then, the update
of MAML is implemented at two levels: (i) inner step
and (ii) outer step (meta-step).

In the inner step, for each task Ti, we use a subset
of the dataset Diin corresponding to task Ti to com-
pute the stochastic gradient ∇̃fi(wk,Diin) which is an
an unbiased estimator of the gradient ∇fi(wk). The
stochastic gradient ∇̃fi(wk,Diin) is then used to com-
pute a model wik+1 corresponding to each task Ti by a
single iteration of stochastic gradient descent, i.e.,

wik+1 = wk − α∇̃fi(wk, Di
in). (4)

To simplify the notation, we assume the size of dataset
Diin for all tasks i are equal to Din.

In the outer loop, once we have the updated models
{wik+1}Bi=1 for all tasks in Bk, we compute the revised
meta-model wk+1 by performing the update
wk+1 = (5)

wk − βk
1

B

∑
i∈Bk

(
I − α∇̃2fi(wk,Dih)

)
∇̃fi(wik+1,Dio),

where the stochastic gradient ∇̃fi(wik+1,Dio) corre-
sponding to task Ti is evaluated using the data set
Dio and the models {wik+1}Bi=1 computed in the inner
loop, and the stochastic Hessian ∇̃2fi(wk,Dih) for each
task Ti is computed using the data set Dih. Note that

Algorithm 2: First-Order MAML (FO-MAML)
while not done do

Choose a batch of i.i.d. tasks Bk ⊆ I with
distribution p and with size B = |Bk|;
for all Ti with i ∈ Bk do

Compute ∇̃fi(wk,Diin) using dataset Diin;
Set wik+1 = wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin);

end
wk+1 ← wk − (βk/B)

∑
i∈Bk ∇̃fi(w

i
k+1,Dio);

k ← k + 1;
end

the data sets Diin used for the inner update are differ-
ent from the data sets Dio and Dih used for the outer
update. It is also possible to assume that Dio = Dih,
but in this paper we assume that Dio and Dih are inde-
pendent from each other that allows us to use a smaller
batch for the stochastic Hessian computation which is
more costly. Here also we assume that the sizes of Dio
and Dih are fixed and equal to Do and Dh, respectively.
The steps of MAML are outlined in Algorithm 1.

MAML as an approximation of SGD. To better
highlight the fact that MAML runs SGD over F in (2),
consider the update of GD for minimizing the objective
function F with step size βk which can be written as
wk+1 = wk − βk∇F (wk) = (6)

wk − βkEi∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))

]
As the underlying probability distribution of tasks p
is unknown, evaluation of the expectation in the right
hand side of (6) is often computationally prohibitive.
Therefore, one can use SGD for minimizing the func-
tion F with a batch Bk which contains B tasks that
are independently drawn. Then, the update is
wk+1 = (7)

wk −
βk
B

∑
i∈Bk

(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)) .

If we simply replace∇fi and∇2fi with their stochastic
approximations over a batch of data points we obtain
the update of MAML in (5).

Smaller batch selection for Hessian approxima-
tion. The use of first-order methods for solving prob-
lem (2) requires computing the gradient of F which
needs evaluating the Hessian of the loss fi. Indeed,
computation of the Hessians ∇2fi for all the chosen
tasks at each iteration is costly. One approach to lower
this cost is to reduce the batch size Dh used for Hes-
sian approximation. Later in our analysis, we show
that one can perform the update in (5) and have an ex-
actly convergent method, while setting the batch size
Dh significantly smaller than batch sizes Din and B.

First-order MAML (FO-MAML). To reduce the
cost of implementing the update of MAML one might
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suggest ignoring the second-order term that appears
in the update of MAML. In this approach, which is
also known as first-order MAML (FO-MAML) [Finn
et al., 2017], we update wk by following the update

wk+1 = wk − βk
1

B

∑
i∈Bk
∇̃fi(wik+1,Dio), (8)

where the points wik+1 are evaluated based on (4). In-
deed, this approximation reduces the computational
complexity of implementing MAML, but it comes at
the cost of inducing an extra error in computation
of the stochastic gradient of F . We formally char-
acterize this error in our theoretical results and show
under what conditions the error induced by ignoring
the second-order term does not impact its convergence.
The steps of FO-MAML are outlined in Algorithm 2.

3 Hessian-free MAML (HF-MAML)

To reduce the cost of implementing MAML we propose
an approximate variant of MAML that is Hessian-
free, i.e., only requires evaluation of gradients, and
has a computational cost of O(d). The idea behind
our method is that for any function φ, the product of
Hessian ∇2φ(w) by a vector v can be approximated by

∇2φ(w)v ≈
[
∇φ(w + δv)−∇φ(w − δv)

2δ

]
(9)

with an error of at most ρδ‖v‖2, where ρ is the pa-
rameter for Lipschitz continuity of the Hessian of φ.
Based on this approximation, we propose a computa-
tionally efficient approach for minimizing the expected
loss F defined in (2) which we refer to it as Hessian-
free MAML (HF-MAML). As the name suggests the
HF-MAML is an approximation of the MAML that
does not require evaluation of any Hessian, while it
provides an accurate approximation of MAML. To be
more precise, the update of HF-MAML is defined as

wk+1 = (10)

wk −
βk
B

∑
i∈Bk

[
∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
− αdik

]
where α is the step size for each task, βk is the stepsize
for the meta update, and the vectors dik are defined as

dik :=
1

2δik

(
∇̃fi

(
wk+δ

i
k∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio),Dih

)
−∇̃fi

(
wk−δik∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio),Dih

))
. (11)

Note that dik is an approximation for the term
∇̃2fi(wk,Dih)∇̃fi(wk −α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) which ap-
pears in ∇F . In addition, δik > 0 indicates the ac-
curacy of the Hessian-vector product approximation.
As depicted in Algorithm 3, this update can be im-
plemented efficiently in two stages similar to MAML.

Algorithm 3: Hessian-free MAML (HF-MAML)
while not done do

Choose a batch of i.i.d. tasks Bk ⊆ I with
distribution p and with size B = |Bk|;
for all Ti with i ∈ Bk do

Compute ∇̃fi(wk,Diin) using dataset Diin;
Set wik+1 = wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin);

end
Compute wk+1 according to the update (10);
k ← k + 1;

end

4 Theoretical Results

In this section, we characterize the overall complexity
of MAML, FO-MAML, and HF-MAML for finding a
first-order stationary point of F when the loss func-
tions fi are nonconvex but smooth.

Definition 4.1. A random vector wε ∈ Rd is called
an ε-approximate first order stationary point (FOSP)
for problem (2) if it satisfies E[‖∇F (wε)‖] ≤ ε.

Our goal in this section is to answer two fundamen-
tal questions for each of the three considered meth-
ods. Can they find an ε-FOSP for arbitrary ε > 0? If
yes, how many iterations is needed for achieving such
point? Before answering these questions, we first for-
mally state our assumptions.

Assumption 4.2. F is bounded below, minF (w) >
−∞ and ∆:=(F (w0)−minw∈Rd F (w)) is bounded.

Assumption 4.3. For every i ∈ I, fi is twice contin-
uously differentiable and Li-smooth, i.e., ‖∇fi(w) −
∇fi(u)‖ ≤ Li‖w − u‖.

For the simplicity of analysis, in the rest of the paper,
we mostly work with L := maxi Li which can be con-
sidered as a parameter for the Lipschitz continuity of
the gradients ∇fi for all i ∈ I.
Assumption 4.4. For every i ∈ I, the Hessian ∇2fi
is ρi-Lipschitz continuous, i.e., for every w, u ∈ Rd,
i.e., ‖∇2fi(w)−∇2fi(u)‖ ≤ ρi‖w − u‖.

To simplify our notation we use ρ := max ρi as the
Hessians Lipschitz continuity parameter for all i ∈ I.
Note that we do not assume any smoothness conditions
for the global loss F and all the required conditions are
for the individual loss functions fi. In fact, later we
show that under the conditions in Assumption 4.3, the
global loss F may not be gradient-Lipschitz in general.

The goal of Meta-learning is to train a model based
on a set of given tasks so that this model can be used
for learning a new unseen task. However, this is only
possible if the training tasks are somehow related to
unseen (test) tasks. In the following assumption, we
formalize this condition by assuming that the gradient
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∇fi, which is an unbiased estimator of the gradient
∇f = Ei∼p[∇fi(w)], has a bounded variance.

Assumption 4.5. The variance of gradient ∇fi(w)
is bounded, i.e., for some σ > 0 we have

Ei∼p[‖∇f(w)−∇fi(w)‖2] ≤ σ2. (12)

Note that this assumption is less strict comparing to
the bounded gradient assumption in [Finn et al., 2019;
Rajeswaran et al., 2019]. In addition, for strongly con-
vex functions, this assumption is closely related to the
one in [Khodak et al., 2019] which states the optimal
point of loss functions of all tasks are within a ball
where its radius quantifies the similarity.

In the following assumption we formally state the con-
ditions required for the stochastic approximations of
the gradients ∇fi(w, θ) and Hessians ∇2fi(w, θ).

Assumption 4.6. For any i and any w ∈ Rd, the
stochastic gradients ∇fi(w, θ) and Hessians ∇2fi(w, θ)
have bounded variance, i.e.,

Eθ[‖∇fi(w, θ)−∇fi(w)‖2] ≤ σ̃2, (13)

Eθ[‖∇2fi(w, θ)−∇2fi(w)‖2] ≤ σ2
H , (14)

where σ̃ and σH are non-negative constants.

Finally, to simplify the statement of our results for
MAML, FO-MAML, and HF-MAML, we make the
following assumption on the relation of parameters.
Later in the appendix, we drop this assumption and
state the general version of our results.

Assumption 4.7. We assume ρα/L = O(1). Also,
we assume σ2 + σ̃2 = O(1), where σ and σ̃ are defined
in Assumptions 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.

4.1 Challenges in analyzing MAML methods

Before stating our main results for MAML, FO-
MAML, and HF-MAML, in this subsection we briefly
highlight some of the challenges that emerge in ana-
lyzing these algorithms and prove some intermediate
lemmas that we will use in the following subsections.
(I) Unbounded smoothness parameter: The
global loss function F that we are minimizing in the
MAML algorithm by following a stochastic gradient
descent step is not necessarily smooth over Rd, and
its smoothness parameter could be unbounded. We
formally characterize the parameter for the Lipschitz
continuity of the gradients ∇F in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.8. Consider the objective function F de-
fined in (2) for the case that α ∈ [0, 1

L ]. Suppose
that the conditions in Assumptions 4.3-4.4 are satis-
fied. Then, for any w, u ∈ Rd we have

‖∇F (w)−∇F (u)‖ ≤ min{L(w), L(u)}‖w−u‖. (15)

where L(w) := 4L+2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖.

The result in Lemma 4.8 shows that the objec-
tive function F is smooth with a parameter that
depends on the minimum of the expected norm
of gradients. In other words, when we measure
the smoothness of gradients between two points
w and u, the smoothness parameter depends on
min{Ei∼p‖∇fi(w)‖,Ei∼p‖∇fi(u)‖}. Indeed, this term
could be unbounded or arbitrarily large as we have no
assumption on the gradients norm. Moreover, compu-
tation of min{Ei∼p‖∇fi(w)‖,Ei∼p‖∇fi(u)‖} could be
costly as it requires access to the gradients of all tasks.

(II) Stochastic stepsize: For most optimization
methods, including SGD, the stepsize is selected pro-
portional to the inverse of the smoothness parameter.
However, in our setting, this parameter depends on
the norm of gradient of all tasks which is not compu-
tationally tractable. To resolve this issue, we propose a
method for choosing the stepsize βk by approximating
L(w) with an average over a batch of tasks. Specif-
ically, we approximate Ei∼p‖∇fi(w)‖ in the defini-
tion of L(w) using the estimator

∑
j∈B′ ‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖

where Djβ is a dataset corresponding to task j with
size Dβ . Hence, we estimate L(w) by

L̃(w) := 4L+
2ρα

B′
∑
j∈B′

‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖. (16)

Using this estimate, our stepsize βk is tuned to be a
constant times the inverse of L̃(w) which we denote by
β̃(w) = 1/L̃(w), i.e., βk = cβ̃(w) = c/L̃(w). This sim-
ple observation shows that the stepsize that we need
to use for MAML algorithms is stochastic as 1/L̃(w) is
a random parameter and depends on the choice of B′.
Therefore, we need to derive lower and upper bounds
on the expectations E[βk] and E[β2

k], respectively, as
they appear in the convergence analysis of gradient-
based methods. Considering the defintion βk = cβ̃(w),
we state these bounds for β̃(w) in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.9. Consider the function F defined in (2)
for the case that α ∈ [0, 1

L ]. Suppose Assumptions 4.3-
4.6 hold. Further, consider the definition

β̃(w) :=
1

L̃(w)
:=

1

4L+2ρα
∑
j∈B′ ‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖/B′

,

(17)
where B′ is a batch of tasks with size B′ which are
independently drawn with distribution p, and for every
j ∈ B′, Djβ is a dataset corresponding to task j with
size Dβ. If the conditions

B′ ≥
⌈
0.5 (ρασ/L)

2⌉
, Dβ ≥

⌈
(2ρασ̃/L)

2⌉ (18)

are satisfied, then we have

E
[
β̃(w)

]
≥ 0.8

L(w)
, E

[
β̃(w)2

]
≤ 3.125

L(w)2
(19)

where L(w) = 4L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖.
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Lemma 4.9 shows that if we set βk = cβ̃(wk), with
β̃(wk) given in (17) and the batch-sizes B′ and Dβ

satisfy the conditions (18), then the first moment of βk
is bounded below by a factor of 1/L(wk) and its second
moment is upper bounded by a factor of 1/L(wk)2.

Throughout the paper, we assume at each iteration
k, the batches B′k, {D

j
β}j∈B′

k
are independently drawn

from Bk and {Diin,Dio,Dih}i∈Bk used in the updates of
MAML methods. Also, it is worth emphasizing that
the batch size for the random sets B′k and {Djβ}j∈B′

k

are independent of the desired accuracy ε and the extra
cost for the computation of these batches is of O(1).

(III) Biased estimator: The statement that MAML
performs an update of stochastic gradient descent at
each iteration on the objective function F is not quite
accurate. To better highlight this point, recall the up-
date of MAML in (5). According to this update, the
descent direction gk for MAML at step k is given by

gk :=
1

B

∑
i∈Bk

Ai,k ∇̃fi
(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
,

with Ai,k := (I−α∇̃2fi(wk, D
i
h)), while the exact gra-

dient of F at wk is given by

∇F (wk)=Ei∼p
[(
I−α∇2fi(wk)

)
∇fi(wk−α∇fi(wk))

]
.

Given wk, gk is not an unbiased estimator of
the gradient ∇F (wk) as the stochastic gradi-
ent ∇̃fi(wk,Diin) is within the stochastic gradient
∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio). Hence, the descent di-
rection that we use in the update of MAML for up-
dating models is a biased estimator of ∇F (wk). This
is another challenge that we face in analyzing MAML
and its variants. To overcome this challenge, we need
to characterize the first-order and second-order mo-
ments of the expression ∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio).
Lemma 4.10. Consider F in (2) for the case that
α ∈ [0, 1

L ]. Suppose Assumptions 4.3-4.6 hold. Then,

EDin,Do [∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) | Fk] (20)

= ∇fi (wk−α∇fi(wk)) + ei,k, where ‖ei,k‖ ≤
αLσ̃√
Din

.

Moreover, for arbitrary φ > 0 we have

EDin,Do
[
‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2 | Fk

]
≤
(

1 +
1

φ

)
‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))‖2

+
(1+φ)α2L2σ̃2

Din
+
σ̃2

Do
. (21)

The result in Lemma 4.10 clarifies the reason that
the descent direction of MAML denoted by gk is a
biased estimator of ∇F (wk). It shows that the bias
is bounded above by a constant which depends on

the variance of the stochastic gradients ∇̃fi and the
stepsize α for the inner steps. By setting α = 0, the
vector ∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) becomes an unbi-
ased estimate of ∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)) as our result in
(20) also suggests. Also, the result in (21) shows that
the second moment of ∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)
is bounded above by the sum of a multiplicand of
‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))‖2 and a multiplicand of σ̃2.

4.2 On the Connection of F and F̂

In this subsection, we investigate the connection be-
tween F and F̂ defined in (2) and (3), respectively. In
particular, in the following theorem, we characterize
the difference between their gradients. Later, using
this result, we show all the methods that we study
achieve the same level of gradient norm with respect
to both F and F̂ , up to some constant.

Theorem 4.11. Consider the functions F and F̂ de-
fined in (2) and (3), respectively, for the case that
α ∈ (0, 1

L ]. Suppose Assumptions 4.3-4.6 hold. Then,
for any w ∈ Rd, we have

‖∇F̂ (w)−∇F (w)‖ ≤ 2αL
σ̃√
Dtest

+ α2L
σH σ̃

Dtest
. (22)

Next, we mainly focus on characterizing the behavior
of MAML, FO-MAML, and HF-MAML with respect
to F , and by using the above theorem, we can im-
mediately obtain bounds on the norm of ∇F̂ as well.
In fact, the above theorem indicates the difference be-
tween ∇F and ∇F̂ is O(max{ σ̃√

Dtest
, σH σ̃Dtest

}).

4.3 Convergence of MAML

In this subsection, we study the overall complexity of
MAML for finding an ε-FOSP of the loss functions F
and F̂ defined in (2) and (3), respectively.

Theorem 4.12. Consider F in (2) for the case that
α ∈ (0, 1

6L ]. Suppose Assumptions 4.2-4.7 hold. Con-
sider running MAML with batch sizes satisfying the
conditions Dh ≥ d2α2σ2

He and B ≥ 20. Let βk =

β̃(wk)/12 where β̃(w) is given in (17). Then, for any
1 > ε > 0, MAML finds a solution wε such that

E[‖∇F (wε)‖] ≤ O

√σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

+ ε (23)

with a total number of iterations of

O(1)∆ min

{
L

ε2
,
LB

σ2
+
L(BDo +Din)

σ̃2

}
. (24)

The result in Theorem 4.12 shows that after run-
ning MAML for O( 1

ε2 + B
σ2 + BDo+Din

σ̃2 ) iterations, we
can find a point w† that its expected gradient norm
E[‖∇F (w†)‖] is at most of ε+O(

√
σ2

B + σ̃2

BDo
+ σ̃2

Din
).

This result implies that if we choose the batch sizes B,
Do, and Din properly (as a function of ε), then for any
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ε > 0 it is possible to reach an ε-FOSP of problem (2)
in a number of iterations which is polynomial in 1/ε.
We formally state this result in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.13. Suppose the condition in Theo-
rem 4.12 are satisfied. Then, if the batch sizes B, Do,
and Din satisfy the following conditions,

B ≥ (C1σ
2)/ε2, Din, BDo ≥ (C2σ̃

2)/ε2, (25)

for some constants C1 and C2, then MAML finds an
ε-FOSP after ∆O(L/ε2) iterations.

The result shows that with sufficient samples for the
batch of stochastic gradient evaluations, i.e., Din and
Do, and for the batch of tasks B, MAML finds an
ε-FOSP after at most O(1/ε2) iterations for any ε > 0.
Remark 4.14. Based on Theorem 4.11, the differ-
ence between ∇F and ∇F̂ is O

(
max{ σ̃√

Dtest
, σH σ̃Dtest

}
)
.

Given that, and since in practice, we usually choose
Dtest at least as large as Din, one can see that as long
as σH is not significantly larger than σ̃, the order of
norm of gradient for both F and F̂ would be similar
for all the results, up to some constant. This argument
holds for FO-MAML and HF-MAML as well.

4.4 Convergence of FO-MAML

Now we proceed to characterize the convergence of the
first order approximation of MAML (FO-MAML).
Theorem 4.15. Consider F in (2) for the case that
α ∈ (0, 1

10L ]. Suppose Assumptions 4.2-4.7 hold. Con-
sider running FO-MAML with batch sizes satisfying
the conditions Dh ≥ d2α2σ2

He and B ≥ 20. Let
βk = β̃(wk)/18 where β̃(w) is defined in (17). Then,
for any 1 > ε > 0, FO-MAML finds wε such that

E[‖∇F (wε)‖]≤O

(√
σ2

(
α2L2+

1

B

)
+

σ̃2

BDo
+
σ̃2

Din

)
+ε

(26)
with a total number of iterations of

O(1)∆ min

{
L

ε2
,

L

σ2(α2L2+B−1)
+
L(BDo+Din)

σ̃2

}
.

Comparing Theorem 4.15 with Theorem 4.12 implies
that FO-MAML, in contrast to MAML, may not con-
verge to an exact first-order stationary point even
when we use large batch sizes (see Appendix I). Specif-
ically, even if we choose large batch sizes B, Din, and
Do for FO-MAML, the gradient norm cannot become
smaller than O(ασ). This is because of the α2L2σ2

term in (26) which does not decrease by increasing the
batch sizes for the tasks and stochastic gradient evalu-
ations. Now we state the results for FO-MAML when,
as in corollary 4.13, we use batch sizes of O(1/ε2).
Corollary 4.16. Suppose the condition in Theo-
rem 4.15 are satisfied. Then, if the batch sizes B, Do,
and Din satisfy the following conditions,

B ≥ C1
1

α2L2
, Din, BDo ≥ C2

σ̃2

α2σ2L2
, (27)

for some constants C1 and C2, then FO-MAML finds
a point w† satisfying the condition E[‖∇F (w†)‖] ≤
O(ασL), after at most ∆O(1/(α2σ2L)) iterations.

4.5 Convergence of HF-MAML

Now we proceed to analyze the overall complexity of
our proposed HF-MAML method.
Theorem 4.17. Consider the function F defined in
(2) for the case that α ∈ (0, 1

6L ]. Suppose Assump-
tions 4.2-4.7 hold. Consider running HF-MAML with
batch sizes satisfying the conditions Dh ≥ d36(αρσ̃)2e
and B ≥ 20. Let βk = β̃(wk)/25 where β̃(w) is defined
in (17). Also, we choose the approximation parameter
δik in HF-MAML as

δik =
1

6ρα‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖
.

Then, HF-MAML finds a solution wε such that

E[‖∇F (wε)‖] ≤ O
(√

σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
+ ε (28)

with a total number of iterations of

O(1)∆ min

{
L

ε2
,
LB

σ2
+
L(BDo +Din)

σ̃2

}
. (29)

Comparing the results in Theorem 4.17 for HF-MAML
with the result in Theorem 4.12 for MAML shows that
the complexity of these methods and the resulted ac-
curacy are the same, up to a constant factor. Hence,
HF-MAML recovers the complexity of MAML with-
out computing second-order information or performing
any update that has a complexity of O(d2). As the re-
sults for HF-MAML are similar to the ones for MAML,
we can show that similar results to the ones in Corol-
lary 4.13 also hold for HF-MAML (Appendix H).

5 Conclusion
In this work, we studied the convergence properties
of MAML, its first-order approximation (FO-MAML),
and our proposed Hessian-free MAML (HF-MAML)
for non-convex functions. In particular, we character-
ized their best achievable accuracy in terms of gradi-
ent norm when we have access to enough samples and
further showed their best possible accuracy when the
number of available samples is limited. Our results in-
dicate that MAML can find an ε-first-order stationary
point, for any positive ε at the cost of using the second-
order information of loss functions. On the other hand,
we illustrated that although the iteration cost of FO-
MAML is O(d), it cannot reach any desired level of
accuracy. That said, we next showed that HF-MAML
has the best of both worlds, i.e., it does not require
access to the second-order derivative and has a cost of
O(d) at each iteration, while it can find an ε-first-order
stationary point, for any positive ε.
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Supplementary Material
A Intermediate results

In this subsection, we prove some results that will be used in the rest of our proofs.

First, note that since we also assume that the functions fi are twice differentiable, the Li-smoothness assumption
also implies that for every w, u ∈ Rd we have

− LiId � ∇2fi(w) � LiId ∀w ∈ Rd, (30a)

fi(w)− fi(u)−∇fi(u)>(w − u)≤ Li
2
‖w − u‖2. (30b)

We use these relations in the subsequent analysis. Next, we use Lemma 4.8 to show the following result which is
analogous to (30b) for F . We skip the proof as it is very similar to the proof of Lemma 1.2.3 in [Nesterov, 2004].
Corollary A.1. Let α ∈ [0, 1

L ]. Then, for w, u ∈ Rd,

F (u)− F (w)−∇F (w)>(u− w) ≤ L(w)

2
‖u− w‖2, (31)

where L(w) = 4L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖.

Now, we state the following theorem from [Wooff, 1985].
Theorem A.2. Let X be random variable with left extremity zero, and let c be a positive constant. Suppose that
µX = E[X] and σ2

X = Var (X) are finite. Then, for every positive integer k,

1

(µX + c)k
≤ E

[
1

(X + c)k

]
≤ σ2

X/c
k + µ2

Xγ
k

σ2
X + µ2

X

(32)

where γ = µX/(σ
2
X + µX(µX + c)).

Proof. See Theorem 1 in [Wooff, 1985].

Lemma A.3. Consider the definitions of f in (1) an F in (2) for the case that α ∈ [0,
√
2−1
L ). Suppose that

the conditions in Assumptions 4.3-4.5 are satisfied. Further, recall the definitions L := maxLi and ρ := max ρi.
Then, for any w ∈ Rd we have

‖∇f(w)‖ ≤ C1‖∇F (w)‖+ C2σ, (33)

Ei∼p[‖∇Fi(w)‖2] ≤ 2(1 + αL)2C2
1‖∇F (w)‖2 + (1 + αL)2(2C2

2 + 1)σ2, (34)

where

C1 =
1

1− 2αL− α2L2
, C2 =

2αL+ α2L2

1− 2αL− α2L2
.

Proof. The gradient of the function F (w) is given by

∇F (w) = Ei∼p[∇Fi(w)], (35a)
∇Fi(w) = Ai(w)∇fi(w − α∇fi(w)) (35b)

with Ai(w) := (I − α∇2fi(w)). Note that using the mean value theorem we can write the gradient ∇fi(w −
α∇fi(w)) as

∇fi(w − α∇fi(w)) = ∇fi(w)− α∇2fi(w̃i)∇fi(w)

= (I − α∇2fi(w̃i))∇fi(w) (36)

for some w̃i which can be written as a convex combination of w and w − α∇fi(w). Using (35b) and the result
in (36) we can write

∇Fi(w) = Ai(w)∇fi(w − α∇fi(w)) = Ai(w)Ai(w̃i)∇fi(w), (37)
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where Ai(w̃i) := (I − α∇2fi(w̃i)). Now, we have

‖∇f(w)‖ = ‖Ei∼p∇fi(w)‖ = ‖Ei∼p [∇Fi(w) + (∇fi(w)−∇Fi(w))] ‖
≤ ‖Ei∼p∇Fi(w)‖+ ‖Ei∼p [(I −Ai(w)Ai(w̃i))∇fi(w)] ‖ (38)
≤ ‖∇F (w)‖+ Ei∼p [‖I −Ai(w)Ai(w̃i)‖‖∇fi(w)‖] , (39)

where (38) is obtained by substituting ∇Fi(w) from (37). Next, note that

‖I −Ai(w)Ai(w̃i)‖ = ‖α∇2fi(w) + α∇2fi(w̃i) + α2∇2fi(w)∇2fi(w̃i)‖ ≤ 2αL+ α2L2,

where the last inequality can be shown by using (30a) and triangle inequality. Using this bound in (39) yields

‖∇f(w)‖ ≤ ‖∇F (w)‖+ (2αL+ α2L2)Ei∼p‖∇fi(w)‖
≤ ‖∇F (w)‖+ (2αL+ α2L2) (‖Ei∼p∇fi(w)‖+ Ei∼p [‖∇fi(w)− Ei∼p∇fi(w)‖])
≤ ‖∇F (w)‖+ (2αL+ α2L2) (‖∇f(w)‖+ σ) , (40)

where (40) holds since Ei∼p∇fi(w) = ∇f(w), and also, by Assumption 4.5,

Ei∼p [‖∇fi(w)− Ei∼p∇fi(w)‖] ≤
√

Ei∼p [‖∇fi(w)−∇f(w)‖2] ≤ σ. (41)

Finally, moving the term ‖∇f(w)‖ from the right hand side of (40) to the left hand side and dividing both sides
by 1/(1 − 2αL − α2L2) completes the proof of (33). To show (34), note that, using (37), and the fact that
‖Ai(w)‖ ≤ (1 + αL) and ‖Ai(w̃)‖ ≤ (1 + αL) we can write

Ei∼p[‖∇Fi(w)‖2] ≤ Ei∼p[‖Ai(w)‖2‖Ai(w̃i)‖2‖∇fi(w)‖2]

≤ (1 + αL)2Ei∼p[‖∇fi(w)‖2]

≤ (1 + αL)2
(
‖∇f(w)‖2 + σ2

)
≤ (1 + αL)2

(
2C2

1‖∇F (w)‖2 + 2C2
2σ

2 + σ2
)

where the last inequality follows from (33) along with the fact that (a+ b)2 ≤ 2a2 + 2b2.

B Proof of Lemma 4.8

By considering the definition ∇F (w) = Ei∼p[∇Fi(w)] where ∇Fi(w) = (I − α∇2fi(w))∇fi(w − α∇fi(w)) we
can show that

‖∇F (w)−∇F (u)‖ ≤
∑
i∈I

pi‖∇Fi(w)−∇Fi(u)‖

≤
∑
i∈I

pi(‖∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖ (42)

+ α‖∇2fi(w)∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇2fi(u)∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖ (43)

To show the desired result, it suffices to bound both terms in (42) and (43). For (42), we have

‖∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖ ≤ L‖w − u+ α(∇fi(w)−∇fi(u))‖
≤ L(1 + αL)‖w − u‖, (44)

where we used the smoothness assumption in Assumption 4.3 for both inequalities. To bound (43), note that

‖∇2fi(w)∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇2fi(u)∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖
= ‖∇2fi(w)∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇2fi(w)∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))

+∇2fi(w)∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))−∇2fi(u)∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖
≤ ‖∇2fi(w)‖‖∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖

+ ‖∇2fi(w)−∇2fi(u)‖‖∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖
≤
(
L2(1 + αL) + ρ‖∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖

)
‖w − u‖, (45)
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where (45) follows from (44), (30a), and Assumption 4.4. To bound the gradient term in (45), we use the mean
value theorem which implies that

∇fi(u− α∇fi(u)) =
(
I − α∇2fi(ũi)

)
∇fi(u)

holds for some ũi which can be written as a convex combination of u and u−α∇fi(u). As a result, and by using
(30a), we obtain

‖∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖ ≤ (1 + αL)‖∇fi(u)‖. (46)

Next, plugging (46) in (45) leads to

‖∇2fi(w)∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))−∇2fi(u)∇fi(u− α∇fi(u))‖ ≤
(
L2 + ρ‖∇fi(u)‖

)
(1 + αL)‖w − u‖. (47)

Using bounds (44) and (47) in (42) and (43), respectively, along with the fact that αL ≤ 1, yields

‖∇F (w)−∇F (u)‖ ≤ (4L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(u)‖)‖w − u‖.

We can show a similar bound with ∇fi(u) replaced by ∇fi(w) in the right hand side, and these two together
complete the proof.

C Proof of Lemma 4.9

First, note that as ∇̃fj(w,Djβ) = 1
Dβ

∑
θ∈Djβ

∇̃fj(w, θ) and each ∇̃fj(w, θ) is an unbiased estimator of ∇fj(w)

with a bounded variance of σ̃2, then for each task Tj we have

EDjβ [‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)−∇fj(w)‖2] ≤ σ̃2

Dβ
, (48)

and, therefore, EDjβ [‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)−∇fj(w)‖] ≤ σ̃√
Dβ

we can write

‖∇fj(w)‖ − σ̃√
Dβ

≤ EDjβ [‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖] ≤ ‖∇fj(w)‖+
σ̃√
Dβ

. (49)

To derive a bound on the second moment of β̃(w), we use the result of Theorem A.2 for X =
2ρα

∑
j∈B′ ‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖/B′, c = 4L, and k = 2 we obtain that

E[β̃(w)2] = E

( 1

4L+ 2ρα
∑
j∈B′ ‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖/B′

)2


≤
σ2
b

1
(4L)2 + µ2

b(
µb

(σ2
b+µb(µb+4L))

)2

σ2
b + µ2

b

(50)

where µb and σ2
b are the mean and variance of random variable X = 2ρα 1

B′

∑
j∈B′ ‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖. Now replace

σ2
b + µb(µb + 4L) by its lower bound µb(µb + 4L) and simplify the terms to obtain

E[β̃(w)2] ≤ σ2
b/(4L)2 + µ2

b/(µb + 4L)2

σ2
b + µ2

b

. (51)

Now recall the result in (49) use the fact that the batch size Dβ is larger than

Dβ ≥
⌈(

2ρασ̃

L

)2⌉
to write that

2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖ − L ≤ µb ≤ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖+ L (52)
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Now based on the definition L(w) = 4L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖ and the first inequality in (52) we can show that

µb + 5L ≥ L(w). (53)

Therefore, using (51), we have

L(w)2E[β̃(w)2] ≤ σ2
b (µb + 5L)2/(4L)2 + µ2

b(µb + 5L)2/(µb + 4L)2

σ2
b + µ2

b

≤ µ2
b((5/4)2 + 2σ2

b/(4L)2) + 2(5/4)2σ2
b

σ2
b + µ2

b

(54)

where for the last inequality we used the fact that (µb + 5L)2 ≤ 2µ2
b + 2(5L)2. Now considering (54), to prove

the second result in (19) we only need to show that

2σ2
b/(4L)2 ≤ (5/4)2. (55)

Note that

σ2
b =

(2ρα)2

B′
Var

(
‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖

)
=

(2ρα)2

B′

(
E
[
‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖2

]
− (Ei∼p‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖)2

)
=

(2ρα)2

B′

(
Var

(
∇̃fj(w,Djβ)

)
+ ‖E∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖2 − (Ei∼p‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖)2

)
≤ (2ρα)2

B′

(
σ2 +

σ̃2

|Dβ |
+ ‖E∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖2 − (Ei∼p‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖)2

)
(56)

where the last inequality follows from the law of total variance which states

Var(Y ) = E [Var(Y |X)] + Var (E[Y |X]) (57)

for any two random variables X and Y (here X = ∇fj(w) and Y = ∇̃fj(w,Djβ)). Now, using the fact that
|E[X]| ≤ E[|X|] for any random variable X, we obtain the following result from (56)

σ2
b ≤

(2ρα)2

B′

(
σ2 +

σ̃2

|Dβ |

)
. (58)

Finally, plugging (58) in (54) and using the assumption (18) on size of B′, Dβ completes the proof and the second
result in (19) follows.

To prove the first result in (19) which is a bound on the first moment of β̃(w), note that, using Jensen’s inequality
we know that E[1/X] ≥ 1/E[X] and hence by replacing X with L̃(w) which is defined in (16) and can be written
as L̃(w) := 1/β̃(w) we can show that

E[β̃(w)] = E[
1

L̃(w)
] ≥ 1

E[L̃(w)]
=

1

4L+ µb
, (59)

where µb is the mean of 2ρα 1
B′

∑
j∈B′ ‖∇̃fj(w,Djβ)‖. Now by using this result and the upper bound for µb in

(52) we obtain that

E[β̃(w)] ≥ 1

5L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖
. (60)

As L(w) = 4L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(w)‖ we can show that

E[β̃(w)] ≥ 1

L+ L(w)
≥ 1

L(w)/4 + L(w)
=

4/5

L(w)
(61)

and the first claim in (19) follows.
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D Proof of Lemma 4.10

Note that

EDin,Do [∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) | Fk]

= EDin
[
∇fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin)

)
| Fk

]
= E[∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) | Fk] + EDin

[
∇fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin)

)
−∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) | Fk

]
= E[∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) | Fk] + ei,k

where
ei,k = EDin

[
∇fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin)

)
−∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) | Fk

]
and its norm is bounded by

‖ei,k‖ ≤ EDiin
[∥∥∥∇fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin)

)
−∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk))

∥∥∥ | Fk]
≤ αLEDiin

[∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk,Diin)−∇fi(wk)
∥∥∥ | Fk] (62)

≤ αL σ̃√
Din

(63)

where (62) follows from the Lipschitz property of gradient (Assumption 4.3 and (30a)), and the last line is
obtained using Assumption 4.6. To bound the second moment, note that

EDin,Do
[
‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2 | Fk

]
= EDiin

[
‖∇fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin))‖2 +

σ̃2

Do
| Fk

]
≤ (1 +

1

φ
)‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)‖2

+ (1 + φ)EDiin
[
‖∇fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin))−∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)‖2 | Fk

]
+
σ̃2

Do
(64)

≤ (1 +
1

φ
)‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)‖2 + (1 + φ)α2L2 σ̃

2

Din
+
σ̃2

Do
(65)

where (64) follows from the inequality (a+ b)2 ≤ (1 + 1/φ)a2 + (1 + φ)b2 and (65) is obtained similar to (62).

E Proof of Theorem 4.11

First, note that

∇F̂ (w) = Ei∼p
[
EDitest

[
(I − α∇̃2fi(w,Ditest))∇fi(w − α∇̃fi(w,Ditest))

]]
(66)

Next, using Assumption 4.6, we have

I − α∇̃2fi(w,Ditest) = I − α∇2fi(w) + eH,i (67)

where

EDitest [eH,i] = 0, EDitest [‖eH,i‖
2] ≤ α2σ2

H

Dtest
. (68)

In addition,

∇fi(w − α∇̃fi(w,Ditest)) = ∇fi(w − α∇fi(w)) + eG,i (69)

where
eG,i = ∇fi(w − α∇̃fi(w,Ditest))−∇fi (w − α∇fi(wk))
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and the expectation of its norm squared is bounded by

EDitest [‖eG,i‖
2] ≤ EDitest

[∥∥∥∇fi(w − α∇̃fi(w,Ditest))−∇fi (w − α∇fi(w))
∥∥∥2]

≤ α2L2EDitest

[∥∥∥∇̃fi(w,Ditest)−∇fi(w)
∥∥∥2] (70)

≤ α2L2 σ̃2

Dtest
(71)

where (70) follows from the Lipschitz property of gradient (Assumption 4.3 and (30a)), and the last line is
obtained using Assumption 4.6. Now plugging (67) and (69) in (66) implies

∇F̂ (w) = Ei∼p
[
EDitest

[
(I − α∇2fi(w) + eH,i)(∇fi(w − α∇fi(w)) + eG,i)

]]
(72)

= Ei∼p
[
(I − α∇2fi(w))∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))

]
+ Ei∼p

[
(I − α∇2fi(w))EDitest [eG,i] +∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))EDitest [eH,i]

]
+ Ei∼p

[
EDitest [eG,ieH,i]

]
. (73)

Using ∇F (w) = Ei∼p
[
(I − α∇2fi(w))∇fi(w − α∇fi(w))

]
along with EDitest [eH,i] = 0 yields

∇F̂ (w) = ∇F (w) + Ei∼p
[
(I − α∇2fi(w))EDitest [eG,i]

]
+ Ei∼p

[
EDitest [eG,ieH,i]

]
. (74)

As a result, using the fact that ‖I − α∇2fi(w)‖ ≤ 1 + αL along with Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies

‖∇F̂ (w)−∇F (w)‖ ≤ (1 + αL)Ei∼p
[
EDitest [‖eG,i‖]

]
+ Ei∼p

[√
EDitest [‖eH,i‖

2]EDitest [‖eG,i‖
2]
]

≤ (1 + αL)αL
σ̃√
Dtest

+ α2L
σH σ̃

Dtest

≤ 2αL
σ̃√
Dtest

+ α2L
σH σ̃

Dtest
(75)

where the last inequality follows from α ≤ 1
L .

F Proof of Theorem 4.12 (General Version)

Theorem F.1. Consider the objective function F defined in (2) for the case that α ∈ (0, 1
6L ]. Suppose that the

conditions in Assumptions 4.2-4.6 are satisfied, and recall the definitions L := maxLi and ρ := max ρi. Consider
running MAML with batch sizes satisfying the conditions Dh ≥ d2α2σ2

He and B ≥ 20. Let βk = β̃(wk)/12 where
β̃(w) is given in defined in (17). Then, for any ε > 0, MAML finds a solution wε such that

E[‖∇F (wε)‖] ≤ max

{√
61
(

1 +
ρα

L
σ
)(σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
,

61ρα

L

(
σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
, ε

}
(76)

after at most running for

O(1)∆ min

{
L+ ρα(σ + ε)

ε2
,
LB

σ2
+
L(BDo +Din)

σ̃2

}
(77)

iterations, where ∆ := (F (w0)−minw∈Rd F (w)).

Remark F.2. It is worth noting that the condition B ≥ 20 can be dropped, i.e., B can be any positive integer,
at the cost of decreasing the ratio βk/β̃(wk).

Proof. To simplify the notation, we denote L(wk) (defined in Lemma 4.8) by Lk. Also, let Fk be the information
up to iteration k. Note that, conditioning on Fk, the iterate wk, and hence, F (wk) and ∇F (wk), are not random
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variables anymore , but Bk and Diin used for computing wik+1 for any i ∈ Bk are yet random. In a nutshell, the
idea behind this proof (and in fact the other results as well) is to bound the first and second moment of the
gradient estimate used in update of MAML by approximating its difference from an unbiased estimator. Next,
we apply the descent inequality (31) in Corollary A.1 to obtain the desired result. More formally, let

Gi(wk) :=
(
I − α∇̃2fi(wk, D

i
h)
)
∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
First, we characterize the first and second moment of Gi(wk) conditioning on Fk4 . Note that, since Diin,Dio,
and Dih are drawn independently, we have

E[Gi(wk)] = Ei∼p
[
EDih

[
I − α∇̃2fi(wk, D

i
h)
]
EDio,Diin

[
∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)]]
= Ei∼p

[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
(∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) + ei,k)

]
(78)

where ei,k as defined in Lemma (4.10) is given by

ei,k := EDin,Do [∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)]−∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) .

By simplifying the right hand side of (78) we obtain that

E[Gi(wk)] = Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) +

(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
ei,k
]

= Ei∼p
[
∇Fi(wk) +

(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
ei,k
]

= ∇F (wk) + rk (79)

and rk is given by rk = Ei∼p
[
(I − α∇2fi(wk))ei,k

]
. Note that the second equality in (79) due to definition

Fi(w) := fi(w − α∇fi(w)). Next, we derive an upper bound on the norm of rk as

‖rk‖ ≤ Ei∼p
[
‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖‖ei,k‖

]
≤ (1 + αL)αL

σ̃√
Din

(80)

≤ 0.2
σ̃√
Din

, (81)

where (80) follows from Lemma (4.10) along with the Lipschitz property of gradient (Assumption 4.3 and (30a)),
and the last line is obtained using the fact that αL ≤ 1

6 . Hence, we have

‖E[Gi(wk)]‖ ≤ ‖∇F (wk)‖+ 0.2
σ̃√
Din

Now, note that this inequality and the fact that a ≤ b + c yields a2 ≤ 2b2 + 2c2 for any positive scalars a, b, c,
imply that

‖E[Gi(wk)]‖2 ≤ 2‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 0.08
σ̃2

Din
. (82)

To bound the variance of Gi(wk), we bound its second moment. A similar argument to what we did above
implies

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] = Ei∼p
[
EDih

∥∥∥I − α∇̃2fi(wk, D
i
h)
∥∥∥2 EDio,Diin ∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)∥∥∥2] (83)

To simplify the right hand side we first use the fact that

EDih
∥∥∥I − α∇̃2fi(wk, D

i
h)
∥∥∥2 = V ar

[
I − α∇̃2fi(wk, D

i
h)
]

+ ‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖2

= α2V ar
[
∇̃2fi(wk, D

i
h)
]

+ ‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖2

≤ α2σ2
H

Dh
+ ‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖2 (84)

4we suppress the conditioning on Fk to simplify the notation
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where the last inequality follows from Assumption 4.6. Substitute the upper bound in (84) into (83) to obtain

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ Ei∼p
[(
‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖2 +

α2σ2
H

Dh

)
EDio,Diin

∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio
)∥∥∥2] (85)

Note that using the fact that ‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖ ≤ 1 + αL and the assumption that αL ≤ 1
6 we can show that

‖I−α∇2fi(wk)‖ ≤ 7/6. Further, we know that Dh ≥ 2α2σ2
H which implies that α2σ2

H/Dh ≤ 1/2. By combining
these two bounds we can show that

‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖2 +
α2σ2

H

Dh
≤ 2 (86)

As a result of (86), we can simplify the right hand side of (85) to

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ 2Ei∼p
[
EDio,Diin

∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio
)∥∥∥2] . (87)

Note that, using Lemma 4.10 with φ = 1, we have

EDio,Diin
∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)∥∥∥2 ≤ 2‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)‖2 + 2α2L2 σ̃
2

Din
+
σ̃2

Do

≤ 2
‖∇Fi(wk)‖2

(1− αL)2
+ 2α2L2 σ̃

2

Din
+
σ̃2

Do
(88)

where the last inequality follows from (35b) and the fact that ‖I − α∇2fi(w)‖ ≥ 1− αL. Plugging (88) in (87)
and using (34) in Lemma A.3 yields

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ 40‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 14σ2 + σ̃2

(
2

Do
+

1

6Din

)
. (89)

Now that we have upper bounds on E[‖Gi(wk)‖] and E[‖Gi(wk)‖2], we proceed to prove the main result. Ac-
cording to Corollary A.1, we have

F (wk+1) ≤ F (wk) +∇F (wk)>(wk+1 − wk) +
Lk
2
‖wk+1 − wk‖2

= F (wk)− βk∇F (wk)>
(

1

B

∑
i∈Bk

Gi(wk)

)
+
Lk
2
β2
k

∥∥∥∥∥ 1

B

∑
i∈Bk

Gi(wk)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

. (90)

By computing the expectation of both sides of (90) conditioning on Fk, we obtain that

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− E[βk|Fk]∇F (wk)>E[Gi(wk)|Fk]

+
Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
‖E[Gi(wk)|Fk]‖2 +

1

B
E[‖Gi(wk)‖2|Fk]

)
where we used the fact that batches Bk and B′k are independently drawn. Now, using the expression

E[Gi(wk)|Fk] = ∇F (wk) + rk

in (79) along with (82) and (89) we can write that

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− ‖∇F (wk)‖2
(
E[βk|Fk]− Lk

2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
2 +

40

B

))
+ E[βk|Fk]‖∇F (wk)‖‖rk‖+

Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
1

B

(
14σ2 + σ̃2

(
2

Do
+

0.2

Din

))
+ 0.08

σ̃2

Din

)
. (91)

Note that, using (81), we can show that

‖∇F (wk)‖‖rk‖ ≤
‖∇F (wk)‖2

10
+ 10‖rk‖2 ≤

‖∇F (wk)‖2

10
+ 0.4

σ̃2

Din
.
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Plugging this bound in (91) implies

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− ‖∇F (wk)‖2
(

9

10
E[βk|Fk]− Lk

2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
2 +

40

B

))
+
Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
1

B

(
14σ2 + σ̃2

(
2

Do
+

0.2

Din

))
+ 0.08

σ̃2

Din

)
+ 0.4E[βk|Fk]

σ̃2

Din
. (92)

Note that βk = β̃(wk)/12, and hence, by using Lemma 4.9 along with 1/β̃(wk), Lk ≥ 4L, we have

1

48L
≥ E[βk|Fk] ≥ 1

15Lk
,

Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk] ≤ 1

92Lk
≤ 1

368L
.

Plugging these bounds in (92) and using the assumption B ≥ 20 yields

E[F (wk+1)|Fk]

≤ F (wk)− 1

100Lk
‖∇F (wk)‖2 +

1

368LB

(
14σ2 + σ̃2

(
2

Do
+

0.2

Din

))
+

(0.4/48 + 0.08/368)σ̃2

LDin

≤ F (wk)− 1

100Lk
‖∇F (wk)‖2 +

14σ2 + 2σ̃2/Do

368LB
+

σ̃2

96LDin
, (93)

where the last inequality is obtained by taking the 0.2σ̃2/Din from the second term and merging it with the
third term. Next, note that

1

Lk
‖∇F (wk)‖2 =

‖∇F (wk)‖2

4L+ 2ραEi∼p‖∇fi(wk)‖
≥ ‖∇F (wk)‖2

4L+ 2ρασ + 2ρα‖∇f(wk)‖
(94)

where the last inequality follows from (41). Using Lemma A.3 along with the fact that α ≤ 1
6L , implies

‖∇f(wk)‖ ≤ 2‖∇F (wk)‖+ σ. (95)

Plugging (95) in (94) yields

1

Lk
‖∇F (wk)‖2 ≥ ‖∇F (wk)‖2

4L+ 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖
(96)

Now, plugging (96) in (93) and taking expectation from both sides with respect to Fk along with using tower
rule implies

E[F (wk+1)] ≤ E[F (wk)]− 1

100
E
[

‖∇F (wk)‖2

4L+ 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖

]
+

14σ2 + 2σ̃2/Do

368LB
+

σ̃2

96LDin
. (97)

Note that, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have E[X]E[Y ] ≥ E[
√
XY ]2 for nonnegative random variables

X and Y . Choosing X = ‖∇F (wk)‖2/ (4L+ 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖) and Y = 4L + 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖, we
obtain

E
[

‖∇F (wk)‖2

4L+ 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖

]
≥ E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

E [4L+ 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖]
(98)

As a result, we have

E
[

‖∇F (wk)‖2

4L+ 4ρασ + 4ρα‖∇F (wk)‖

]
≥ E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

4L+ 4ρασ + 4ραE[‖∇F (wk)‖]

≥ E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

2 max{4L+ 4ρασ, 4ραE[‖∇F (wk)‖]}
= min

{
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

8L+ 8ρασ
,
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]

8ρα

}
. (99)

Plugging (99) in (97) implies

E[F (wk+1)] ≤ E[F (wk)]− 1

800
min

{
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

L+ ρασ
,
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]

ρα

}
+

14σ2 + 2σ̃2/Do

368LB
+

σ̃2

96LDin
. (100)
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Assume (76) does not hold at iteration k. Then, we have

E[‖∇F (wk)‖] ≥ max{
√

(1 +
ρα

L
σ)γ1,

ρα

L
γ1}

with γ1 given by

γ1 = 61

(
σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
. (101)

This implies

1

1600
min

{
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

L+ ρασ
,
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]

ρα

}
≥ γ1

1600L
≥ 14σ2 + 2σ̃2/Do

368LB
+

σ̃2

96LDin
,

and hence, using (100), we obtain

E[F (xw+1)] ≤ E[F (wk)]− 1

1600
min

{
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]2

L+ ρασ
,
E[‖∇F (wk)‖]

ρα

}
≤ E[F (wk)]− γ1

1600L
.

Based on the assumption that (76) does not hold at iteration k we also know that E[‖∇F (wk)‖] ≥ ε which
implies that

E[F (wk+1)] ≤ E[F (wk)]− 1

1600
min

{
ε2

L+ ρασ
,
ε

ρα

}
≤ E[F (wk)]− 1

1600

ε2

L+ ρα(σ + ε)
. (102)

This result shows that if the condition in (76) is not satisfied the objective function value decreases by a constant
value in expectation. If we assume that for all iterations 0, . . . , T − 1 this condition does not hold then by
summing both sides of (102) from 0 to T − 1 we obtain that

T−1∑
k=0

E[F (wk+1)] ≤
T−1∑
k=0

E[F (wk)]−
T−1∑
k=0

1

1600

ε2

L+ ρα(σ + ε)
. (103)

which implies that

E[F (wT )] ≤ E[F (w0)]− T

1600

ε2

L+ ρα(σ + ε)
. (104)

and hence

T ≤ (E[F (w0)]− E[F (wT )])1600
L+ ρα(σ + ε)

ε2

≤ (F (w0)− F (w∗))1600
L+ ρα(σ + ε)

ε2
(105)

This argument shows that if the condition in (76) is not satisfied for all k form 0 to T − 1, then the time T can
not be larger than (F (w0) − F (w∗))1600L+ρα(σ+ε)ε2 . Hence, after (F (w0) − F (w∗))1600L+ρα(σ+ε)ε2 iterations at
least one of the iterates generated by MAML satisfies the condition in (76), and the proof is complete.

G Proof of Theorem 4.15 (General Version)

Theorem G.1. Consider the objective function F defined in (2) for the case that α ∈ (0, 1
10L ]. Suppose that the

conditions in Assumptions 4.2-4.6 are satisfied, and recall the definitions L := maxLi and ρ := max ρi. Consider
running FO-MAML with batch sizes satisfying the conditions Dh ≥ d2α2σ2

He and B ≥ 20. Let βk = β̃(wk)/18

where β̃(w) is given in defined in (17). Then, for any ε > 0, first order MAML finds a solution wε such that

E[‖∇F (wε)‖] ≤

max

{√
14
(
1 +

ρα

L
σ
)(

σ2(1/B + 20α2L2) +
σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
,
14ρα

L

(
σ2(

1

B
+ 20α2L2) +

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
, ε

}
(106)
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after at most running for

O(1)∆ min

{
L+ ρα(σ + ε)

ε2
,

L

σ2(1/B + 20α2L2)
+
L(BDo +Din)

σ̃2

}
(107)

iterations, where ∆ := (F (w0)−minw∈Rd F (w)).

Proof. First, note that the update of the first-order approximation of MAML can be written as wk+1 = wk −
βk
B

∑
i∈Bk Gi(wk), where

Gi(wk) := ∇̃fi
(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
.

To analyze this update, similar to the proof of Theorem F.1, we first characterize the first and second moment
of the descent direction Gi(w) conditioning on Fk. Using the definition

ei,k = ∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk))− EDin,Do [∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)]

we can write that

E[Gi(wk)] = Ei∼p [∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk)) + ei,k] . (108)

Further, based on the definition of Fi and the fact that its gradient is given by ∇Fi(w) = (I −
α∇2fi(w))∇fi (w − α∇fi(w)), we can rewrite the right hand side of (108) as

E[Gi(wk)] = Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)−1∇Fi(wk) + ei,k

]
(109)

Now add and subtract ∇Fi(wk) to the right hand side of (109) and use the fact that Ei∼p[∇Fi(wk)] = ∇F (wk)
to obtain

E[Gi(wk)] = Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)−1∇Fi(wk)−∇Fi(wk) +∇Fi(wk) + ei,k

]
= ∇F (wk) + Ei∼p

[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)−1∇Fi(wk)−∇Fi(wk) + ei,k

]
= ∇F (wk) + Ei∼p

[((
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)−1 − I)∇Fi(wk) + ei,k

]
(110)

To simplify the expressions let us define rk as

rk = Ei∼p
[(

(I − α∇2fi(wk))−1 − I
)
∇Fi(wk) + ei,k

]
(111)

Using the definition of rk in (111) we can rewrite (110) as

E[Gi(wk)] = ∇F (wk) + rk (112)

Now we proceed to simplify the expression for rk. Note that using the expansion

(I − α∇2fi(wk))−1 = I +

∞∑
j=1

αj(∇2fi(wk))j . (113)

we can rewrite rk defined in (111) as

rk =

∞∑
j=1

αjEi∼p
[
(∇2fi(wk))j∇Fi(wk)

]
+ Ei∼p[ei,k] (114)

Next we derive an upper bound on the norm of rk. The l2 norm of the first term in (114) can be upper bounded
by ∥∥∥∥∥∥

∞∑
j=1

αjEi∼p
[
(∇2fi(wk))j∇Fi(wk)

]∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∞∑
j=1

αjLjEi∼p‖∇Fi(wk)‖

≤ αL

1− αL
Ei∼p‖∇Fi(wk)‖

≤ 0.22‖∇F (wk)‖+ 2αLσ (115)
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where the last inequality follows from Lemma A.3 and the fact that αL ≤ 1/10. Further, based on the result in
Lemma 4.10 we know that ‖ei,k‖ for any i is bounded above by αLσ̃√

Din
. Indeed, when norm of a random variable

is bounded above by a constant, norm of its expectation is also upper bounded by that constant. Hence, we can
write

‖Ei∼p[ei,k]‖ ≤ αLσ̃√
Din

(116)

Using the inequalities in (115) and (116) and the definition of rk in (114) we can show that ‖rk‖ is upper bounded
by

‖rk‖ ≤ 0.22‖∇F (wk)‖+ 2αLσ + 0.1
σ̃√
Din

. (117)

Hence, by using the inequality (a+ b+ c)2 ≤ 3a2 + 3b2 + 3c2 we can show that

‖rk‖2 ≤ 0.15‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 12α2L2σ2 + 0.03
σ̃2

Din
(118)

Considering this result and the expression in (112) we can write

‖E[Gi(wk)]‖2 ≤ 2‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 2‖rk‖2 ≤ 2.3‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 24α2L2σ2 + 0.06
σ̃2

Din
. (119)

Next, we can derive an upper bound on the second moment of ‖Gi(wk)‖2 similar to the way that we derived
(89) in the proof of Theorem F.1. More precisely, note that

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] = Ei∼p
[
EDio,Diin

∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio
)∥∥∥2] . (120)

Using Lemma 4.10 with φ = 1, we have

EDio,Diin
∥∥∥∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)∥∥∥2 ≤ 2‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)‖2 + 2α2L2 σ̃
2

Din
+
σ̃2

Do

≤ 2
‖∇Fi(wk)‖2

(1− αL)2
+ 2α2L2 σ̃

2

Din
+
σ̃2

Do
(121)

where the last inequality follows from (35b) and the fact that ‖I−α∇2fi(w)‖ ≥ 1−αL. Plugging (121) in (120)
and using (34) in Lemma A.3 yields

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ 20‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 7σ2 + σ̃2(
1

Do
+

0.02

Din
). (122)

Also, using the same argument in deriving (90), (91), and (92) in the proof of Theorem F.1, we obtain

E[F (wk+1)|Fk]

≤ F (wk)− ‖∇F (wk)‖2
(
E[βk|Fk]− Lk

2
E[β2

k|Fk](2.3 +
20

B
)

)
+ E[βk|Fk]‖∇F (wk)‖‖rk‖+

Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
1

B

(
7σ2 + σ̃2(

1

Do
+

0.02

Din
)

)
+ 24α2L2σ2 + 0.06

σ̃2

Din

)
. (123)

Note that, using (118), we have

‖∇F (wk)‖‖rk‖ ≤
1

2

(
‖∇F (wk)‖2

2
+ 2‖rk‖2

)
≤ 0.4‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 0.03

σ̃2

Din
+ 12α2L2σ2.

Plugging this bound in (123) implies

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− ‖∇F (wk)‖2
(

0.6E[βk|Fk]− Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk](2.3 +
20

B
)

)
+
Lk
2
E[β2

k|Fk]

(
1

B

(
7σ2 + σ̃2(

1

Do
+

0.02

Din
)

)
+ 24α2L2σ2 + 0.06

σ̃2

Din

)
+ E[βk|Fk](12α2L2σ2 + 0.03

σ̃2

Din
).
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Using βk = β̃(wk)/18, and with similar analysis as Theorem F.1, we obtain

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− 1

100Lk
‖∇F (wk)‖2 + σ2(

7

828LB
+
α2L

6
) +

σ̃2/Do

828LB
+
σ̃2/Din

600L

which is similar to (93), and the rest of proof follows same as the way that we derived (94)- (105) in the proof
of Theorem F.1.

H Proof of Theorem 4.17 (General Version)

Theorem H.1. Consider the objective function F defined in (2) for the case that α ∈ (0, 1
6L ]. Suppose that the

conditions in Assumptions 4.2-4.6 are satisfied, and recall the definitions L := maxLi and ρ := max ρi. Consider
running HF-MAML with batch sizes satisfying the conditions Dh ≥ d36(αρσ̃)2e and B ≥ 20. Let βk = β̃(wk)/25
where β̃(w) is defined in (17). Also, we choose the approximation parameter δik in HF-MAML as

δik =
1

6ρα‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖

Then, for any ε > 0, HF-MAML finds a solution wε such that

E[‖∇F (wε)‖] ≤ max

{
6

√
(1 +

ρα

L
σ)

(
σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
, 36

ρα

L

(
σ2

B
+

σ̃2

BDo
+

σ̃2

Din

)
, ε

}
(124)

after at most running for

O(1)∆ min

{
L+ ρα(σ + ε)

ε2
,
LB

σ2
+
L(BDo +Din)

σ̃2

}
(125)

iterations, where ∆ := (F (w0)−minw∈Rd F (w)).

Proof. Note that the update of the first-order approximation of MAML can be written as wk+1 = wk −
βk
B

∑
i∈Bk Gi(wk), where

Gi(w) := ∇̃fi
(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
− αdik,

and dik is given by (11). Similar to previous proofs, we first derive upper bounds on the first and second moment
of Gi(wk). Using the definition

ei,k = ∇fi (wk − α∇fi(wk))− EDin,Do [∇̃fi(wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)] (126)

we can write that

E[Gi(w)] = Ei∼p [∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))] + Ei∼p[ei,k]− α Ep[dik] (127)

Next, note that

EDio,Diin,D
i
h
[dik]

= EDio,Diin

∇fi
(
wk+δ

i
k∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

)
−∇fi

(
wk−δik∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

)
2δik


= EDio,Diin

[
∇2fi(wk)∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) + ẽik

]
(128)

with

ẽik = ∇2fi(wk)v −
[
∇fi(wk + δikv)−∇fi(wk − δikv)

2δik

]
(129)

where v = ∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio). Next, by using the definition in (126) we can simplify (128) and write

EDio,Diin,Dih [dik] = ∇2fi(wk) (∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)) + ei,k) + EDio,Diin [ẽik] (130)
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Plugging (130) in (127), we obtain

E[Gi(w)] = Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
(∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)) + ei,k)

]
− α E[ẽik]

= ∇F (wk) + Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
ei,k
]
− α E[ẽik]. (131)

Now we proceed to bound the norm of each term in the right hand side of (131). First, note that according to
Lemma 4.10 we know that ‖ei,k‖ is bounded above by

‖ei,k‖ ≤
αLσ̃√
Din

. (132)

Therefore, we can show that

Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)
ei,k
]
≤ Ei∼p

[
‖I − α∇2fi(wk)‖‖ei,k‖

]
≤ (1 + αL)

αLσ̃√
Din

(133)

Next, we derive an upper bound on ‖ẽik‖. Note that for any vector v can show that∥∥∥∥∇2fi(wk)v −
[
∇fi(wk + δikv)−∇fi(wk − δikv)

2δik

]∥∥∥∥ ≤ ρδik ‖v‖2
by using the fact the Hessians are ρ-Lipschitz continuous. Now if we set

v = ∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio),

then by the definition of ẽik in (129) we can show that

‖ẽik‖ ≤ ρ δik ‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2 (134)

If we replace δik by its definition

δik =
δ

‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖
, (135)

where δ := 1
6ρα , then we can show that

‖ẽik‖ ≤ ρδ ‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖ (136)

Therefore, we have

‖E[ẽik]‖ =
∥∥∥Ei∼p [EDio,Diin [ẽik]

]∥∥∥ ≤ E
[
EDio,Diin [‖ẽik‖]

]
≤ ρδ Ei∼p

[
EDio,Diin

[
‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖

]]
≤ ρδ Ei∼p [∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))] + ρδ

αLσ̃√
Din

(137)

≤ ρδ Ei∼p
[(
I − α∇2fi(wk)

)−1∇Fi(wk)
]

+ ρδ
αLσ̃√
Din

≤ ρδ

1− αL
∇F (wk) + ρδ

αLσ̃√
Din

(138)

where (137) follows from Lemma 4.10. Considering the bounds (133) and (138) as well as the result in (131), we
can write

E[Gi(w)] = ∇F (wk) + sk (139)

with

‖sk‖ ≤
ρδα

1− αL
∇F (wk) + (1 + αL+ ρδα)

αLσ̃√
Din

≤ 0.2∇F (wk) + 0.3
σ̃√
Din

. (140)
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where the last inequality is derived using αL, ρδα ≤ 1/6. As a consequence, we also have

‖E[Gi(w)]‖2 ≤ 2‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 2‖sk‖2 ≤ 2.2‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 0.4
σ̃2

Din
. (141)

Next, to bound the second moment of Gi(wk), note that

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ 2E
[
‖∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
‖2
]

+ 2α2E[‖dik‖2]

≤ 2E
[
‖∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
‖2
]

+ 2α2Ei∼p
[
EDio,Diin,Dih [‖dik‖2]

]
(142)

where EDio,Diin,Dih [‖dik‖2] can be bounded as follows

EDio,Diin,D
i
h
[‖dik‖2]

≤ EDio,Diin


∥∥∥∥∥∥
∇fi

(
wk+δ

i
k∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

)
−∇fi

(
wk−δik∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

)
2δik

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

+
σ̃2

Dh(δik)
2

]
and the last inequality comes from the fact that Var(X + Y ) ≤ 2(Var(X) + Var(Y )). Moreover, according to
the definition in (129) we can write that

∇fi
(
wk+δik∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

)
−∇fi

(
wk−δik∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

)
2δik

= ∇2fi(wk)∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) + ẽik

which implies that

EDio,Diin,Dih [‖dik‖2] ≤ EDio,Diin

[∥∥∥∇2fi(wk)∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) + ẽik

∥∥∥2 +
σ̃2

Dh(δik)2

]
(143)

Now, replace δik in the second term by its definition in (135) to obtain

EDio,Diin,Dih [‖dik‖2]

≤ EDio,Diin

[∥∥∥∇2fi(wk)∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio) + ẽik

∥∥∥2 +
σ̃2

Dhδ2
‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2

]
Using this bound along with the inequalities (a+ b)2 ≤ 2a2 + 2b2 and∥∥∥∇2fi(wk)∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)

∥∥∥2 ≤ L2‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2

we can show that

EDio,Diin,Dih [‖dik‖2]

≤ EDio,Diin

[
(
σ̃2

Dhδ2
+ 2L2)‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2 + 2‖ẽik‖2

]
≤ (

σ̃2

Dhδ2
+ 2L2 + 2ρ2δ2)EDio,Diin

[
‖∇̃fi(wk−α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio)‖2

]
(144)

where the last inequality follows from (136). Plugging this bound in (142) leads to

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ (2 + 2α2(
σ̃2

Dhδ2
+ 2L2 + 2ρ2δ2))E

[
‖∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
‖2
]

≤ 4.3 E
[
‖∇̃fi

(
wk − α∇̃fi(wk,Diin),Dio

)
‖2
]

(145)
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where the last inequality is derived using αL ≤ 1/6 along with ρδα = 1/6 and Dh ≥ 36(ρασ̃)2. Now, using
Lemma 4.10 with φ = 10, we can write

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ 4.3

(
1 +

1

10

)
E[‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk)‖2] + 47.3α2L2 σ̃

2

Din
+ 4.3

σ̃2

Do
(146)

≤ 5E[‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))‖2] + 5σ̃2

(
1

Din
+

1

Do

)
(147)

≤ 5

(1− αL)2
E[‖∇Fi(wk)‖2] + 5σ̃2

(
1

Din
+

1

Do

)
(148)

where (147) is a simplification of (146) using αL ≤ 1/6 and (148) comes from the fact that

‖∇fi(wk − α∇fi(wk))‖ = ‖(I − α∇2fi(wk))−1∇Fi(wk)‖ ≤ 1

1− αL
‖∇Fi(wk)‖.

Now, using (34) in Lemma (A.3), we can show that

E[‖Gi(wk)‖2] ≤ 50‖∇F (x)‖2 + 18σ2 + 5σ̃2

(
1

Din
+

1

Do

)
. (149)

Once again, the same argument as the proof of Theorem F.1, we obtain

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− ‖∇F (wk)‖2
(
E[βi,k|Fk]− Lk

2
E[β2

i,k|Fk](2.2 +
50

B
)

)
+ E[βi,k|Fk]‖∇F (wk)‖‖sk‖+

Lk
2
E[β2

i,k|Fk]

(
1

B

(
18σ2 + 5σ̃2

(
1

Do
+

1

Din

))
+ 0.4

σ̃2

Din

)
. (150)

Note that, using (140), we have

‖∇F (wk)‖‖sk‖ ≤
1

2

(
‖∇F (wk)‖2

2
+ 2‖sk‖2

)
≤ 0.4‖∇F (wk)‖2 + 0.18

σ̃2

Din
.

Plugging this bound in (150) implies

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− ‖∇F (wk)‖2
(

0.6E[βi,k|Fk]− Lk
2
E[β2

i,k|Fk](2.2 +
50

B
)

)
+
Lk
2
E[β2

i,k|Fk]

(
1

B

(
18σ2 + 5σ̃2

(
1

Do
+

1

Din

))
+ 0.4

σ̃2

Din

)
+ 0.18E[βi,k|Fk]

σ̃2

Din
.

Using βk = β̃(wk)/25, and with similar analysis as Theorem F.1, we obtain

E[F (wk+1)|Fk] ≤ F (wk)− 1

200Lk
‖∇F (wk)‖2 +

18σ2 + 5σ̃2/Do

1600LB
+
σ̃2/Din

100L

which is again similar to (93), and the rest of proof follows same as the way that we derived (94)- (105) in the
proof of Theorem F.1.

Also, as stated after Theorem 4.17, the following result holds as an immediate consequence:
Corollary H.2. Suppose the condition in Theorem 4.17 are satisfied. Then, if the batch sizes B, Do, and Din

satisfy the following conditions,

B ≥ C1
σ2

ε2
, Din, BDo ≥ C2

σ̃2

ε2
, (151)

for some constants C1 and C2, then the iterates generated by HF-MAML finds an ε-FOSP, i.e., E[‖∇F (w)‖] ≤ ε,
after ∆O(L/ε2) iterations.
Remark H.3. MAML and HF-MAML find an ε-FOSP after O(1/ε2) iterations with O(1/ε4) samples per it-
eration which means O(1/ε6) total sample complexity. This is different from classic nonconvex results where,
for instance, Natasha 2 [Allen-Zhu, 2018], finds an ε-FOSP using O(1/ε3.25) samples. However, note that the
latter has one source of randomness, while MAML includes two sources (tasks and data corresponding to tasks).
By only considering one source of randomness, total sample complexity of MAML and HF-MAML is O(1/ε4)
which is close to Natasha 2 but not stronger. Indeed, this complexity can be improved using variance reduction
techniques.
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I Quadratic Case

Theorem 4.15 suggests that FO-MAML might not achieve any level of accuracy, even when exact gradients and
Hessians are available. In this section, we provide an example to show that this is indeed the case. In particular,
we consider the case that we have n equally likely tasks, where the loss function corresponding to task i is given
by

fi(w) =
1

2
w>Aiw + b>i w + ci (152)

where ci ∈ R, bi ∈ Rd, , and Ai ∈ Rd×d is a symmetric and positive definite matrix with ‖Ai‖ ≤ L. Note that,
in this case, we have

∇fi(w) = Aiw + bi, ∇2fi(w) = Ai. (153)
Also, throughout this section, we assume we have access to the exact value of Hessians and gradients, and also
we go over all tasks at each iteration, i.e., Bk is equal to the set of all tasks. We further assume α < 1/L.

I.1 Solution of MAML Problem

Let us first derive the solution to problem (2). Setting ∇F (w∗) equal to 0 implies that

1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi) (Ai (w∗ − α(Aiw
∗ + bi)) + bi) = 0. (154)

Simplifying this equation yields(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)2Ai

)
w∗ = −

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)2bi

)
. (155)

Note that, for any i, (I − αAi)2Ai is positive definite. This is due to the fact that, for any u ∈ Rd, we have

u>(I − αAi)2Aiu = ((I − αAi)u)
>
Ai ((I − αAi)u) ≥ 0

where the first equality follows from the fact that Ai is symmetric and the last inequality is obtained using
positive definiteness of Ai. As a result, and since sum of positive definite matrices is also positive definite,(
1
n

∑n
i=1(I − αAi)2Ai

)
is positive definite, and hence invertible. Thus, from (155), we have

w∗ = −

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)2Ai

)−1(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)2bi

)
. (156)

I.2 What FO-MAML Converges to?

FO-MAML update is given by

wk+1 = wk − α
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Ai (wk − α(Aiwk + bi)) + bi) =

(
I − α 1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)Ai

)
wk − α

1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)bi.

(157)

Note that, since α < 1/L, for any i, I − αAi is symmetric and positive definite. We know that if A and B
are positive definite and AB is symmetric, then AB is also positive definite. Thus, (I − αAi)Ai is also positive
definite. In addition, since ‖Ai‖ ≤ L and ‖I − αAi‖ ≤ 1, we have ‖(I − αAi)Ai‖ ≤ L. Therefore, the term
1
n

∑n
i=1(I − αAi)Ai is positive definite and its norm is upper bounded by L. Since α < 1/L, this implies that

I − α 1
n

∑n
i=1(I − αAi)Ai is positive definite, and thus invertible.

Using this result, it is immediate to see {wk}k (157) converges to

wFO = −

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)Ai

)−1(
1

n

n∑
i=1

(I − αAi)bi

)
. (158)

Comparing (156) and (158), it is clear that FO-MAML do not converge to the solution of MAML problem (w∗).
However, if α→ 0 or if Ai and bi are very close, then wFO would be very close to w∗, which is in line with what
we observed in Theorem 4.15.
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Figure 2: Comparison of MAML, FO-MAML, and HF-MAML for 1-rank matrix factorization problem

J Numerical Experiments

We consider a 1-rank matrix factorization problem where the loss for task i is

fi(x) =
1

4
‖xx> −Mi‖2F (159)

where ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm, and, Mi is a rank one matrix, generated as Mi = gig
>
i where gi is a random

zero-mean Gaussian vector. The variance of gi controls task similarity (σ2). To capture noisy gradients and
Hessians we add random Gaussian noise with variance σ̃2 to the tasks gradients and Hessians. Recall from
our results that the best accuracy for MAML and HF-MAML is O(σ̃/

√
D) while the one for FO-MAML is

O(ασ + σ̃/
√
D), which has the additional term O(ασ), and hence, it does not go to zero even with exact

gradients and Hessians.

• In Figure 2a, we assume gradients and Hessians are exact (σ̃ = 0) and focus on task variation. We assume
that the batch-size for tasks B equal to the number of tasks which is 20. In this case, even though the
gradients are exact, FO-MAML converges to an error level with a gap compared to two others. This is
consistent with our results.

• We next consider noisy gradients and Hessians. We also set B=10 and number of tasks equal to 50. In Figure
2b, we choose the variance of gi small to ensure the tasks are relatively similar. Here the additional persistent
error of FO-MAML is negligible compared to the other term and all three methods behave similarly.

• In Figure 2c, we increase the variance of gi, i.e., tasks are less similar. In this case, the O(ασ) term dominates
the other term in the error of FO-MAML, and it has worse performance compared to two others.
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